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Editor's Note
  You have in your hands, dear reader, a collection of poetry, 
prose, and visual art from current undergraduates that is, as I see it, a 
gathering of grief—grief expressed by children at the loss of their parents, 
and the grief of parents at the loss of their children; grief born from 
displacement, societal and familial; grief spurned on and aggravated by 
endless Montana winters; and perceived grief, recognized by one stranger 
in another. There is hope in the translation of this grief, though—in the 
astounding creativity born from the chaotic fracturing of characters, both 
fictional and very much alive, in the course of these nearly one hundred 
pages.
  The University of Montana community grieves, too, for one of our 
own. We mourn the loss of Eduardo Chirinos, beloved poet and Professor 
of Spanish in the Department of Modern and Classical Languages and 
Literatures. Eduardo was an early contributor to The Oval—two of his 
poems, alongside translations by G. J. Racz, were published in the first 
volume of this fledgling magazine in 2008, generous contributions to an 
idea of growth and literary camaraderie. The Oval thanks Eduardo for his 
contributions both to this magazine and to the literary community that 
stems from and branches out far beyond Missoula, Montana.
  Thanks are due to many for their support and their help in 
ensuring the publication of The Oval each spring. Thank you, Sue Samson 
and the Mansfield Library; ASUM and its generous senators; Maria 
Mangold, Karin Schalm, the Creative Writing Program, and the English 
Department; Kevin Head and those that attend the annual Writers’ Fall 
Opus; and Ken Price and his staff at UM Printing & Graphics.
  Thank you, Shannon Janssen, for your unflappable presence 
and technological savvy, and Alicia Bones, for your editorial know-how 
and your quiet, sharp wit. Countless thank yous to The Oval’s faculty 
advisor, Robert Stubblefield. Your tireless dedication is paramount to this 
magazine’s success and to the education of its staff. I know I am not alone 
when I say that I am grateful to call you a friend and mentor.
  I would also like to thank the contributors and those who 
submitted their work for inclusion in this magazine, the undergraduate 
writers and artists of the University of Montana. Thank you for laying 
your imaginations at our feet. And thank you, dear reader, for reading. 
Lauren Korn
Editor-in-Chief, 2015-2016

Missoula exists. Not only does it claim a place on the map, 
but it is part of an imaginary world.
— Eduardo Chirinos, 1960-2016
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Notes About the Visual Art
“Danse,” by Kelaiah Horat: mixed media—acrylic paint, ink pen, poems, 
letters, and pieces of books.
“Respite,” by Kelaiah Horat: ink pen on paper.
“The Traveler: A Self Portrait,” by Kelaiah Horat: acrylic paint on water-
color paper.
“Spirit Cooking,” by Nico Larsen: multi-media—an exploration in Dada-
ist ideology, witchcraft, anti-logic, and coping mechanisms.
“Portraits,” by Ryan Clouse: color film, 1964 Olympus Pen F.
“Nebula,” by Savannah Stewart: photograph, digital art.
“The Fool,” by Carly Campbell: 4x6" relief block print. It represents “0”or 
“The Fool” in the major arcane of tarot cards and is the first of thirteen in 
the deck Carly is carving, each a portrait of someone important in her life. 
An alternate title for this piece might be, “An Idiot Who Jumps Into the 
Abyss in a Frenzy with Her Eyes Closed.” It is a self portrait.
“The Magician,” by Carly Campbell: 4x6" relief block print. It represents 
“I” or “The Magician” in the major arcane of tarot cards and is the second 
of thirteen in the deck Carly is carving, each a portrait of someone im-
portant in her life. An alternate title for this piece might be, “A Charmer 
Dealing His Hand Over an Open Flame.” It is a portrait of the artist’s 
brother.
in Volume IX
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Three Parts Rain
NON-FICTION
 Thunderbirds bring the rain—mother’s milk—to the people. 
Before a storm, horses race about as if to celebrate and welcome the ar-
rival of rain, thunder and lightning. They dance! Thunderbirds are close 
friends of the horses. A Chippewa Cree grandmother told of this. There 
was once a white farmer who lived in Rocky Boy. He was very mean to 
the Indians. When his horses would have colts, he would take the colts 
and decapitate them. Soon, the Thunderbirds brought with them heavy 
storms, and the only place hit by the flashflood was the farmer’s land. The 
flood took everything from the farmer. It all washed away.
•
 In the summer of 2010, rain fell heavily upon the reservation 
lands of Rocky Boy. Flooding swallowed up coulees, roads, and a few 
houses. Hills broke apart and slid off into the brush, taking pine trees 
with them. The Rocky Boy Health Clinic slid, too, off of its foundation, 
rendering it unusable and unsafe. Approximately 280 tribal employees 
were placed on leave because of the flooding. About 500 housing units 
sustained water damage, and over 200 families were left without drinking 
water. At least $32 million was estimated in damage from the flooding.
•
 I drove my grandmother, my mother, and my auntie to Canada 
one summer. We were on our way to see our relatives. Earlier in our trip, 
and past the Canadian border, we approached a bridge and river. My aun-
tie said, “There used to be a huge snake in that river.” She held her hand 
up in front of her and curved her fingers down in the shape of a claw. 
“A Thunderbird came down and picked up the snake and carried it into 
the sky.” I studied the meandering river as I drove over the bridge, and I 
imagined a great battle between these two spirits. On my right, both hov-
Kaylene Big Knife
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ered high above me. Pinks, purples, and oranges wrapped the clouds as 
the sinking sun’s rays pierced the sky from my left. An enormous, maned 
bird, with feathers made of the deep purples and blues found in storm 
clouds, gripped a thick snake in both talons. The white, glistening snake 
curved his head up to look at the Thunderbird. In the rich depths of the 
snake’s red eyes, the Thunderbird’s wrath was seen clearly. Ripped apart 
and strewn about, the snake became the stars. Some of his scales fell back 
to us, and they streaked the galaxy on their way down—rain. •
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I.
something in the darkening corners 
by the shifting hostel bed
where the restless dump their baggage
II.
speaking through the wrinkles in his hands—  
 I drove his car for fourteen hours
 the pills helped, he only charged me gas 
 like my company was some sort of payment
III.
mel carries more weight than any hitch I’ve seen 
faded four feet of canvas bag—his prosthetic 
like a wooden leg for staring, he suggests
Ulysses and you forget everything you should be doing
IV.
what do the Druid, Escapee, Yoga -Stripper 
and Journaler have in common?
something about Patti Smith and frozen blueberries 
but the Londoner showed his stab wounds instead
V.
when I was 26 I spent 9 months along a cardamom river 
the weightless washed their hammered bowls and chanted
(the orality of ) what would otherwise be lost.
sometimes I dream the colors of their silks for fear I will forget
Transience
POETRY
Kaley Schumaker
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VI.
realizing on the cold bench of the local park 
gathered dirt from walking in wet socks kept broken 
glass of the West Street turnpike from piercing soles 
the dog walkers miss my comfort
VII.
hole in the bathroom ceiling 
webs blend to peeling white 
strands wave in the ebbs of steam 
sniffing dog at the door
VIII.
“that’s a bit presumptuous”
he said from the owner’s kitchen 
his voice echoing off nakedness 
and eggshell walls
“where do they keep the fucking espresso cups”
 
IX.
the little birds, demons
in the hole near the bed frame head 
“I’ll eat your Satan babies”
he’s a Viking of a morning person
X.
every house on the corner the same 
baby -boy- shower blue
“our house is the blue one on the left, 
sorry we won’t be there to greet you”
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 Jennifer looks around her living room. A metal staircase spirals at 
an almost vertical angle, only slightly more homey than simply installing 
an escalator. Gray, sparsely padded couches that look almost as uncom-
fortable as they feel line two of the walls. In the center of the room sits a 
low coffee table, its corners capable of wounding even the most careful of 
guests. Minimalist art hangs on the wall, abstract shapes, everything gray 
and black with hints of brown.
 “God, modern architecture is a downer,” she says to the baby in 
her arms, his mouth sucking greedily at her breast. He doesn’t seem to 
hear her.
 A book on French history and another on fish-based recipes sit 
on the coffee table. Jennifer flips through one of them absentmindedly 
while the baby sucks. She puts the book down and rubs the scar on her 
left wrist. She considers the fact that neither one of them had ever been 
to France. They don’t care much about history, and they don’t cook.
 “Fuck!” cries Jennifer as the baby breaks the skin on her left 
breast. Pinpricks of blood form above her nipple. She rests her head on 
the back of the couch and tells herself that it was an accident, of course it 
was an accident. The baby seems startled by the noise, but immediately 
resumes sucking.
 When he is done he looks at her contentedly, satisfied. Jennifer 
stares back, and waits, as though she will feel some sort of motherly in-
stinct if only she is patient enough. She stands him up on her lap and 
lightly pats his back. As he begins burping, Jennifer closes her eyes and 
lets out a labored sigh.
•
 The room is gray and white, cinderblock walls and metal chairs 
and tables. Not all that different from Jennifer’s house.
 “Do you know who I am?”
I Love You, Ben
FICTION
Erin Goudreau
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 This seems like a simple question, but Jennifer knows it’s not. It 
asks: do you know how fucked up what you did is? Do you know how 
crazy people think you are? Do you know what the consequences are 
going to be?
 “You’re a psychiatrist,” Jennifer says. “Which I think means 
you’re paid to ask me how I feel and why I feel that way. Or are you the 
one allowed to give me the drugs that make it so I don’t feel anything?”
 The doctor looks down at his notepad, a small smile on his face.
 “Did anyone explain why I’m here? Why you’re speaking with 
me?” he asks.
 “Yes. They said I am being examined. I assume they mean men-
tally.”
 “Well, I don’t know if I would phrase it like that. I’d say that I’m 
just here to have a conversation with you.”
 “Sure. A conversation in a police station,” Jennifer says. The doc-
tor settles into his seat. Like he knows he’s here for the long haul.
 “You’re right. I guess it’s a little more than a conversation. I just 
don’t want you to feel like there are any right or wrong answers here.”
 This is maybe the stupidest thing Jennifer has ever heard. Of 
course there are right and wrong answers.
 “Uh huh.”
 The doctor smiles again.
 “Why don’t we start by talking about the woman on Ryman 
Street?”
•
 Jennifer puts a Nina Simone album on, trying to drown out 
her son’s screaming. The few minutes of calm that always come after he 
breastfeeds have passed. She bounces him up and down on her waist. She 
paces the floor, circling rooms and climbing the stairs, anything to keep 
moving. For a moment, Jennifer allows herself to think about what her 
day will look like tomorrow. This is a deadly exercise. This is when she is 
reminded that tomorrow will look exactly like today. And yesterday. She 
and her husband will talk past each other as he gets ready for work, and 
as bad as it is when he is home, it will be worse the minute he’s gone. 
Then it’ll be just her and the baby. Those are their names in her head: the 
husband and the baby.
•
 “This woman was a stranger to you, correct?”
 “She wasn’t a stranger. I knew her. I mean, I didn’t know her 
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know her, but I knew enough.”
 The doctor is nodding and taking notes. “What do you mean, 
enough?” he asks.
 “I mean, I watched her. I could tell she was responsible and kind. 
I trusted her.”
 The doctor stops writing and looks up. “How could you tell all 
of that?” he asks.
 “From the way she talked to her mailman. Also from how much 
effort she put into the wreath and the lights on her house.”
 “You actually thought that was sufficient?” the doctor asks, 
though not unkindly. “You thought you knew this woman’s character 
based on her house’s curb appeal?” Jennifer gives a small nod.
 “Were you aware of how cold it was that night?” 
 “Fahrenheit or Celsius?”
 “Jennifer,” the doctor says. The kindness in his voice is gone.
 “I knew it was cold, below freezing. I didn’t know the exact tem-
perature.” 
 “Was that something you thought about at all? Worried about?”
 “No, I wasn’t worried. I mean, at the time, it didn’t really occur 
to me.”
•
 Jennifer holds her breath as she lowers the baby into his crib, 
asleep after two rounds of Nina Simone and another two of Joni Mitch-
ell. Her arms are tight as she pulls them out from under his back, pre-
pared for his eyes to snap back open at any moment. She backs away 
slowly, tiptoeing out of his room, shuts the door softly and leans against 
the wall. She closes her eyes to keep from crying.
 Back in the kitchen, Jennifer holds a small ice pack to her breast. 
She sets aside three small, green capsules she has saved for lunch, piles 
cold sesame chicken on a plate and pours herself a glass of wine. She eats 
the chicken methodically. She rubs her scar and thinks about the friends 
whose calls she hasn’t returned in weeks. After her plate is cleared, rinsed, 
and in the dishwasher, she swallows the Prozac and drains the wine glass.
 Jennifer is pretty sure she doesn’t love her son. She doesn’t exactly 
have anything to compare it to, other than the way her mother felt about 
her. But she’s pretty sure. Usually this doesn’t bother her too much. On 
the days that it does, she’s got the little green capsules.
•
 “Okay, Jennifer. I’d like to go about this a different way.” 
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 “Whatever you say, chief.”
 The doctor rolls his eyes at this. “What were you hoping to ac-
complish?” he asks.
 Jennifer can’t decide if what the doctor asked was profoundly 
dumb or exactly the right question.
 “Well, I was trying to get rid of the problem. Or, at least, what I 
saw as the problem. I guess.”
 “Why didn’t you wait until your husband had come home be-
fore you left?” 
 “I did wait for him to come home. I waited as long as I could.”
•
 Standing in the kitchen, Jennifer pours herself a second glass of 
wine. She thinks about her husband. She thinks about how he is going 
to come home from work, and at no point in the evening will he ask her 
any questions. He won’t ask how her day went, or how the baby was, or 
whether she needs a break tonight. He will eat dinner and watch the Mets 
game. He will tell her about his day. And then, before heading up to their 
bedroom, he will go into the baby’s room. He will not walk slowly, and 
he will not tiptoe. He will stroll up to the crib and look at the baby the 
way Jennifer has been trying to look at him for a month. He will give the 
baby a look of love, and it will be easy for him. He will not see the baby 
as a burden. He will see the baby as perfect, a reflection of himself. The 
ultimate display of narcissism. He will bend down and kiss the baby on 
the forehead, and when he comes out of his room, he will look sincerely 
sad to have left.
•
 “When did you decide to stop waiting for your husband to come 
home?” 
 “It was after midnight. I’d say maybe two or three. ”
 “What did you think he was doing?” The doctor pauses. “Was 
this a way to get back at him?”
 There is something in his voice that isn’t committed to this idea, 
this line of questioning.
 “You know Doctor Scott, I can’t even begin to guess what my 
husband was doing,” Jennifer begins, her volume climbing with every 
word, “or why he didn’t call to tell me what he was doing. But that’s why 
I didn’t leave my baby at the house. I needed to leave. I couldn’t wait any 
longer, so I took him with me.”
 “Okay, Jennifer, but when you decided to leave, with your son, 
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did you have any reservations?” the doctor asks.
 Jennifer continues. “I know what I did was wrong. I understand 
that. I don’t need your patronizing moral outrage. I am aware that what 
I did is hard for people to understand, although maybe I should exclude 
you here. I get the sense that you understand exactly what I did. Would 
you agree that this sort of thing seems to poke a hole in the stories we tell 
ourselves? The stories that say that single people are lonely and married 
people are happy? The one that says all mothers love their children?”
 “I don’t know, do you?” the doctor responds. He’s abandoned 
the notes now, his whole body resting in his chair as he listens to her.
 “Do I what?”
 “Do you think that what you did subverts some larger story we 
tell ourselves?”
 “I know I don’t love my child. But there’s nothing particularly 
notable about that.”
•
 Jennifer has nursed the baby again and put him in his crib, and 
now she is back at the kitchen counter. She has made a decision. She 
has decided that when her husband comes home she is going to tell him 
she needs to leave. Maybe even tonight. She is going to tell him that she 
tried, she really did, but she doesn’t love him. No, not him, the baby. But 
maybe not her husband either. She tried though. She really did. But now 
she needs to stop trying so hard or she’s going to lose it. Really, she’s going 
to lose it.
 Pacing back and forth between the fridge and the counter, Jenni-
fer decides to have another glass of wine and a few more green pills. She 
takes them to the couch that feels like sitting on cinderblocks, and after 
she’s sufficiently dazed she allows herself to think. This isn’t something 
Jennifer permits often, because she can only ever seem to think about 
her mom, the accident, her scar, or the fact that she doesn’t love her son. 
Jennifer thinks about the time when she was seven and she told her mom 
she wanted to be a beautiful princess-lawyer. She would defend the inno-
cent by day and live in her a castle at night. She thinks there was a prince 
involved. She remembers her mom’s neck tightening and back becoming 
rigid as she turned to face Jennifer. Jennifer thinks about how her mom’s 
eyes hardened as she told her that you can be beautiful or smart, and then 
asked her, simply and without emotion, if she knew which one she was.
•
 “Jennifer, I want to ask about your childhood if that’s okay.”
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 It seems to Jennifer that the doctor has filled at least half his 
notebook. She wonders what his analysis would be at this point.
 “Sure. I mean, I don’t really know what that has to do with what 
happened,” Jennifer says.
 “I understand. But I’d like to talk about it anyway if you don’t 
mind.” 
 “Yeah. Okay.”
 “Can you tell me about your parents?”
 “Sure. I mean, my dad was great. Soft around the middle, scruffy 
beard, and silly. He was a kid’s dream. He used to lie on the ground on 
his back and read me books while I sat on his stomach.”
 “Have you talked to him recently?”
 “He died when I was thirteen.”
 The doctor looks down at his notepad for a moment. “I’m so 
sorry,” he says, looking up at her. “What about your mother?”
 “I don’t know, I mean, we weren’t close. But so what? A lot of 
kids aren’t close with their parents,” Jennifer replies.
 “Come on, I think you can give me more than that.”
 “I’m not sure what to say. I guess she was the opposite of my dad 
in just about every way. She was very harsh. She had my sister and me 
on diets by the time we were in middle school. Even as a kid, I definitely 
sensed that she wasn’t happy with the way her life had turned out. I don’t 
really think she ever wanted us. I would say most of what I learned about 
self-doubt, self-loathing—that kind of thing, I got from her.”
 The doctor leans back in his seat. His eyes seem to be almost 
dancing. “Do you think your relationship with her has influenced the 
way you relate to others? Perhaps to your son?”
 “I really don’t know Doctor Scott. Does that sound good to you? 
Will it look good when you write that in your notebook? Then sure.”
 The doctor smiles knowingly at Jennifer.
•
 It is two in the morning. Jennifer has been sitting on her cin-
derblock couch, thinking for hours, but she is done thinking about her 
mother. Now she is thinking about leaving tonight, even if her husband 
doesn’t come home. She is thinking about that woman who lives alone 
in that big house on Ryman Street. Young woman, in her thirties. She’s 
thinking that maybe that woman would like to try not living alone any-
more. Jennifer's not doing anything wrong. She’s just thinking. She’s just 
putting on her coat and taking the baby out of his crib.
 She’s not doing anything really. She’s just swallowing another 
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green pill and walking outside with the baby in her arms. She’s just buck-
ling him in his car seat and driving to that woman’s house on Ryman 
Street. The one who lives alone. She’s just going to stop in and say hello. 
Maybe she’ll let the woman have the baby for the night. She’s hardly do-
ing anything really.
•
 “You said you don’t love your son. How do you feel about that?”
 “I mean, not great,” Jennifer says, releasing a hollow laugh. “But 
it also seems to me that there are a whole lot of liars in this world pre-
tending to love certain people in their lives, simply because it is expected 
of them. I would go so far as to say that the love that is instinctual as 
opposed to prescribed, pure as opposed to tainted with the grime of ex-
pectation, is the exception, not the rule. But there is nothing scarier than 
being a witness to someone relinquishing those expectations.”
 “And was that what you were doing? Were you relinquishing 
expectations?”
 Jennifer looks down at her hands in her lap. “Yeah, I guess so. I 
just couldn’t do it anymore.”
 Jennifer looks up at the doctor. He has set down his pen and is 
resting his chin on his right hand. Jennifer vaguely registers that she has 
begun to cry.
 “Jennifer, are you fully aware of what you did?”
 “I just, I didn’t know what would happen, it didn’t happen like 
it was supposed to, and I know you don’t believe me, but this wasn’t what 
was supposed to happen. She was supposed to be home, and I didn’t 
know it was that cold, and I didn’t know he was going to be sitting on her 
porch for that long. It wasn’t what I thought would…” Jennifer trails off, 
looking at the doctor pleadingly, waiting for him to finish her sentence 
or change the subject.
 They look at each other for a moment, saying nothing. The doc-
tor sighs as he returns to his notepad, and reads aloud:
 “Jennifer, at 2:30 yesterday morning, you, while high on Prozac, 
drove your son Ben to a woman’s house. She was not home. You set him, 
wearing nothing but his pajamas, on the porch. It was fifteen degrees 
Fahrenheit. He was hypothermic within minutes, and by the time the 
woman got home, Ben was dead."
 Jennifer doesn’t know what to say. She says nothing. 
 “I’d like to ask you something,” the doctor says.
 “I don’t think I have anything else to say,” Jennifer says. “I don’t 
think I could…”
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 “Can you talk to me about the scar on you wrist?”
 “What?”
 “On your wrist. The one you’ve been rubbing the whole time 
we’ve been talking.”
 “It’s nothing. It’s from a car accident I was in when I was nine.”  
 “What happened?”
 “I mean, it was just a car accident. My sister and I were in the 
back, our mom was driving. She lost control of the car and we swerved 
into oncoming traffic. It was a head-on collision and we were all pretty 
badly hurt. The scar is from a rod they had to put in my wrist, since the 
bone was too shattered to repair.”
 Jennifer is lying. She knows this. The doctor knows too. He 
wouldn’t be asking about it if he didn’t know what really happened.
 “I mean, she was drunk,” Jennifer says slowly, “which was un-
common for her, and she had taken a bunch of pills. Also the road wasn’t 
busy, conditions were fine.” Jennifer is barely audible now, her whole 
body shaking uncontrollably. 
 “Like I said, I knew she wasn’t that fond of my sister and me, or 
the particular circumstance our existence forced her into.” Jennifer looks 
at the doctor. “My mom has always denied it of course. But I don’t think 
I’ve ever felt as sure that it was true as I did when I was writing the letter. 
In that moment, I could feel it. I know she tried to kill herself and us in 
that car.”
 “Jennifer, in your letter you say that you don’t love your son. 
And it sounds like you don’t think your mother loved you.” 
 “Yeah, I’d say that’s right.”
 “Did you love your mother?”
 “Of course. That’s why it hurt so much. Her indifference, I 
mean.” 
 “Did you always love her?”
 “Yes, for as long as I can remember.”
 “Jennifer, did you ever think that maybe Ben felt the same way?”
•
 Jennifer is sitting alone in an interrogation room in a police sta-
tion. A doctor has just left the station. On the table in front of her is a 
piece of white printer paper. She is writing on it—the same thing, over 
and over again. I love you, Ben. I love you, Ben. I love you, Ben. •
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I would hate to be just a woman.
I crave the soft power this profession gives, 
the adoring faces.
The way the men look at me
as if they’d never been in love before this moment
before they turned on their blinker and
abandoned the highway for the evening. 
Most days I settle down by a keno machine 
until it’s time for my shift.
Here, the incandescent light gives a sense of anonymity. 
I do my job, and can be who I want in the morning.
No one respects us, but I’ve always considered it an art.
The red lights, the staggered bar stools, the glowing machines, 
they are our instruments.
We give comfort to travelers, passersby, 
anyone who wants to break free.
Watching another girl spin her way up the pole, her muscles flexing, 
I think I might be loosing my strength.
She’s dancing to some bleak drum beats.
I wish she would choose something more up-lifting.
The girl is beautiful, young. 
We’ve spoken once.
I told her to get out while she can 
Go to college, travel, all that.
She works her way back down the pole, face down, 
and does a hand stand as she flips onto the stage.
I gulp back another shot of tequila while I watch.
The Stripper at Fred's Lounge
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She looked at me, beaming, when I said this. 
“I just graduated from University of Maine.” 
She’s here to experience something new.
I guess there’s no scaring her away.
But I’ll have to be an inspiration somehow. 
At my age it’s all I have left.
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 I distinctly remember the acidic, sweet fumes from an exhaust 
pipe. It is engrained into my childhood like Saturday morning cartoons 
and mac and cheese. I used to put my thin arms by the tailpipe of vehicles 
to feel the moist, hot air blow the wispy white hair across my tanned and 
thin arms. Old cars have the best smell. The partially-burned gasoline 
and carbon give it a thick, sticky feeling that makes it cling to flesh like a 
toxic blanket. It never occurred to me that it could act like a poison.
 My friend’s mom died in her garage when I was ten. She used a 
hose going from the exhaust pipe of her car into the driver’s side window. 
Anxious suffocation filled her mind as the carbon monoxide robbed her 
red blood cells of oxygen and asphyxiated her brain. A tingle started in 
her extremities, crawling its way through constricted vessels like a spider 
through a garden hose. Her lungs coated with fumes from her car.   
 The air was cold and filled with the yellows, reds, and browns 
of falling leaves. It was the kind of day where everything smells stronger. 
The musty scent of leaves decayed into brittle fossils, and the scent of wet 
grass hit my face alongside a breeze that promised snow. My father and 
step mom were heading to Kalispell to pick up a new car, and I imagined 
what its exhaust would smell like as we pulled up to my friend Russell’s 
house, which sat in the evergreen forested neighborhood outside of town. 
             They dropped me off at Russell’s parent’s two story log house 
with my Gameboy and Pokémon cards in-hand. The house had a con-
crete walkway bordered by bushes, which lead to the front door, to chest-
nut-stained logs and a maroon roof.  I’m sure my father said something 
about having fun and when they would be back from Kalispell, a simple 
“See you soon, son,” as he straightened his mustache with the black comb 
he always had in his pocket. 
 I remember standing outside on the street with a clarity that haunts 
me. It is one of those memories that act like a beacon at the end of a trail in 
the metaphoric, simplified version of life—a turning point where nothing 
 
Breathing Fumes
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 feels or appears the same anymore. I remember the aspen trees along the 
side of the house. I remember the golden leaves trembling in the wind 
and the small upstairs window of Russell’s bedroom. But I can’t picture 
the garage. Memories morph with the passing of time; each time you 
remember something from the past your brain changes little details to 
create a collage of half-truths. I know the garage was there, but when I 
try to place it in the picture in my mind, it doesn’t fit.  
 I went inside the house and smelled garlic, butter, and marinara. 
I suddenly felt hungry but wanted to go upstairs and see Russell. His 
mom was sitting on the couch, her eyes unblinking and glued to the 
TV. She had dark blonde hair and when she smiled, it warmed my entire 
body, made any childhood apprehension of being away from home fade. 
At the time, I didn’t notice anything wrong with her behavior. I didn’t 
notice her tangled, unwashed hair or, most of all, the silence. Russell’s 
dad was in the kitchen cooking in his awkward, methodical way. He had 
wavy red hair like Russell and a tall, thin frame that made him look like 
a giant matchstick. I moved my eyes to the stairs and rushed up to the 
room Russell shared with his younger brother.
 It was bright—so bright that when I think about it now, I see 
myself squinting and shading my eyes. Russell sat at his computer playing 
a maze-shooting game, all large pixels and rigid motions, narrow corners 
that made me feel claustrophobic. The room smelled like dirty clothes 
and the thin, hot smell of warm electronics. We were stereotypical nerds. 
Everything we talked about and that bonded us together revolved around 
video games. At school, we anticipated the release of new gaming systems 
and debated over who had played the most Mario Kart.
 A door slammed downstairs, which vibrated the walls and in-
terrupted our incessant daydreaming of woodland forts and fantastical 
adventures. Russell went downstairs. 
 “I guess my mom is going to the store,” Russell said when he got 
back.
 I remember stepping outside when my father pulled up hours 
later. My breath was like steam in the starlit night. The air felt cool on 
my naked arms, but it was a relief to get away from the stuffy and quiet 
rooms in Russell's house. 
 There was a light on in the garage. A haze engulfed it and created 
beams of light that cut through the darkness like swords piercing flesh. I 
could smell exhaust and felt it hit the back of my throat. I didn't think 
that the garage could be filled with fumes. I didn't think that the smell I 
enjoyed could mean death or that the exhaust could be the last memory 
of a suffocating person. The ride home was filled with excited talk of new 
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car features and new car smell—the chemical waft of plastic particles 
from the interior. I leaned my head against the partially-opened window 
and felt my face go numb in the wind. Everything seemed right, peaceful. 
 Later that night, right before I went to bed, there was a phone 
call. My father talked in a hushed voice and when he hung up the phone, 
he sat down for a moment.  
 “Russell won’t be at school for a while,” he said, his eyebrows 
curving in a way I hadn't seen before, save that time he broke a glass in 
the kitchen after my mother told him she was leaving.
 I stared and let the words “passed away,” “garage,” and “suicide” 
roll over me. I thought of the frosty mornings before school, sitting in 
my grandpa’s old truck, watching the white haze of exhaust drift into the 
misty air. I thought of the clean, bitter smell of the new truck and won-
dered what her car’s exhaust smelled like. •
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I.
I woke with a poem in my mouth 
and mistook it for your fingertips.
Do you ever think of her fingertips 
and the rushing, broken kingdoms 
they built of your skin?
As if branches could forget 
the feeling of falling
in love
with the ground 
they die on.
II.
Green is
the color desperate.
The color
of a lifetime of summers spent 
in love with you.
You wore a scarf of pine trees 
the winter you finally realized
there was no chance 
of anything blooming 
after me.
III.
For once,
I lifted the hem 
of my skirt
Topographic Gestures
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to relish the feeling
of the wind and the rain 
instead of your hands.
IV.
There is a small floodgate,
located near the corner of my mouth, 
where parts of me come rushing out. 
Like a fire escape,
don’t expect anything good 
until the pressure is too much.
V.
I stopped apologizing to you 
the day I learned
a rotting corpse
has the best ecosphere 
for growing tulips
and tomato plants.
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 You told me I looked like a bird. My wingspan stretched wide, 
testing the evening breeze, preparing to fly. I felt free, or almost free. Free 
of the noises, free of the white, free of the constant waiting and waiting 
for more bad news. You scared me half to death, sneaking up like you 
did. I know you didn’t mean to, but my pounding heart didn’t feel too 
reassured. What are you doing? You asked me. Your voice was quiet, but 
sure. I turned to look at you, my eyes meeting yours. I didn’t want to tell 
you. I didn’t want to see the look on your face. The look people get when 
they see someone who’s dying. It’s a look of pity with concern and relief 
that at least it isn’t them. The nurses are great. They’ve found a way past 
the look. It’s the friends and the family, the ones who look at you as if 
you’re already dead and not just dying.
 I asked you where you came from, though there was only one 
door. The same place you did, I expect, was what you told me pointing 
towards the stairwell. I told you to go back. No, you told me. I asked you 
why. I wanted to hear your answer. Wondering if you would try to tell me 
I had something to live for. Wondering if those words would mean more 
coming from a stranger. Those words never came. Why are you standing 
on the ledge of the roof? You stared at me. I had thought it was obvious, 
but you wanted to see if I could say it. So I did. I told you I was going to 
jump as soon as the sun set.
 I expected a reaction. Something like disgust or fear. I thought 
you would try to talk me down, that I would hear the words “You have 
something to live for.” I was wrong. Again. Why don’t you jump now? You 
asked me. I was surprised and almost offended. I would have been, except 
you were looking at me as if the answer mattered. I started to like you 
then, the stranger on the roof, so I told you the truth. I wanted my last 
view of the world to be something beautiful, not the beeping of the ma-
chines and the chemical smells. You nodded at me as if you understood. 
You seemed healthy to me, but that didn’t mean anything. People can 
“X” Marks the Spot
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look perfectly normal, as if nothing is wrong, and then all of a sudden 
they die.
 Why are you here? I asked. In the hospital or on the roof? You 
asked. Both, I said, not realizing until then that I wanted to know both 
answers. You told me your little sister was sick. You told me that she had 
been here for three months now with nothing to show for it. You told 
me that you came up to the roof every night after telling her a bedtime 
stories. It’s too depressing with all the white, you said. Sterile and cold. It’s 
too much like death. I couldn’t have agreed more. I asked you what sort of 
stories you told her. I was curious. Why don’t you get down off that ledge 
and I’ll tell you, you said. I didn’t want to get off the ledge. It was the only 
place I felt free. But I didn’t tell you this. I told you I wouldn’t because 
I had to be ready when the sun went down. I was sticking to my plan. I 
needed you to know that I was sticking to my plan.  
 Fine, you told me, then at least sit down. I’m tired of having to look 
up at you. So, I sat. I pulled my knees into my chest facing you, but kept 
my feet on the initials I found. They were my “X” marks the spot. An 
“S” and a “Z” scratched into the cement. You cleared your throat, and 
leaned against the ledge. The breeze ruffled your hair as you stared out 
at the sky. You told me that your sister has a favorite bedtime story, one 
she makes you tell her every night. Don’t you get sick of it?  I asked. You 
smiled then, and turned to look at me as if I had said something funny. 
No, it’s a good story. As if that explained everything. I opened my mouth 
to speak again, about to ask for a better answer, but you interrupted me. 
 You may have heard of the Arabian Nights, you said. I had. And 
before you ask, yes, I tell an edited version to my little sister. I kept my mouth 
shut. It begins with the tale of Scheherazade, you continued. A clever wom-
an who saved her own life every night by outwitting a king by the name of 
Shaharyar. He was a king among kings, but his wife was unfaithful to him. 
All women became untrustworthy to him because of his wife’s betrayal, but 
the king needed a wife as all kings do. You wiggled your eyebrows and 
paused dramatically. I laughed. You continued. 
 The king devised a plan to marry a virgin every day and then behead 
her the next morning so that she would never have a chance to betray him. 
Thousands of women died to please the king, until Scheherazade arrived. 
She was the daughter of the vizier and had a plan to prolong her life with 
the king. Before retiring for the night Scheherazade requested a favor of the 
king. Since it was to be her last night alive she wished to have her sister’s 
company. The king granted the request and Scheherazade’s sister was brought 
to them. The plan began with Scheherazade’s sister requesting a story because 
she couldn’t sleep. After getting permission from the king, Scheherazade began 
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the story “The Tale of the Trader with the Jinni.”
 You stopped talking and only then did I realized night had fall-
en. The sun had set and the stars had begun to shine. I asked you what 
happened next. I can’t tell you. Time is up. You said until the sun sets, and 
it’s dark already. It was true. I had said until the sun sets. But it was also 
true that I wanted to know what happened with Scheherazade and the 
king. I told you I couldn’t jump. I needed to know how the story ended. 
How does Scheherazade escape death? What is the story that she tells 
the king and her sister? You shrugged. I guess you will never know, you 
told me. I can’t stay up here all night telling you. You told me you had to 
get back to your family. I understood that. I understood that your sister 
needed you, that your family needed you. I guess what I hadn’t realized 
at the time was how much you needed them, too.
 You turned away from the ledge and walked back towards the 
stairwell. I looked back out where the sun used to be. I didn’t feel free 
anymore. I just felt tired. The unfinished story was nagging me and a 
yawn forced its way out. I got off the ledge and followed you. What if I 
don’t jump? I asked. Can I hear the rest of the story tomorrow? You didn’t 
stop. You didn’t turn around. Sure, you said. Same place, same time. And 
you walked through the door.
 I later asked you about that moment. Each day at sunset we met 
on that roof and you told me a little more of the story. Each day I asked 
for more. Each day you left first, never turning to see if I would follow. 
I knew you would always follow, was what you told me. But those were 
just words. You wouldn’t look at me.
 It was your sister who told me the truth. Why you always left 
first. Why you never turned around. You didn’t want me to see your face. 
You didn’t want me to see your tears as you walked away or the smile each 
time I asked for more. Later, I asked if this was true. Your eyes stayed on 
mine. I never knew if it was the last time I would see you. I didn’t know 
what to say. I didn’t know how to tell you that you saved my life that 
night. I didn’t know how to tell you that I began to live each day for those 
nights on the roof. Instead I asked for another story. •
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the world feels heavy tonight.
i take scissors to my hair to make my shoulders light.
half -moon waxing in the cold.
there’s no gravity more grave than growing reckless and old.
winter crow calls me to sleep.
you sit in a bed made loveless and cheap. 
i count the blessing that is your void.
feel the dark on my neck, 
all my breath employed
in forgiving.
whose beach where my cold boat lands?
midnight. crows glean auburn locks from the sands.
 
Nest-Building by Moonlight
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The Preschooler and the 
Cowboy Killer
The young girl judges 
sitting, watching 
“Perhaps,” she says
watching the carcinogens spew above the lawn
There is no adulthood,
no authority in their surroundings 
“Perhaps,” she says
with all options on the table
Cool water, from a Kmart hose 
flows into the Kmart pool 
“Perhaps,” she says
we have no reason for leisure
The yard is finally 
trimmed by outside forces. 
“Perhaps,” she says
the grass will die this way.
She put makeup on
though she knew she'd regret it
“Perhaps,” she says
The thinness of beauty is to be celebrated
They are never bored
because they are young
“Perhaps,” she says 
youth is exciting
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And is there any more to life 
than sitting in water and plastic? 
“Perhaps,” she says
but she doubts it
Inspired by the photograph, “Amanda and Her Cousin Amy,” by Mary 
Ellen Mark.
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 When we were younger, we used to play a game called Woods. 
It followed the same plot and featured the same characters, played by the 
same sibling each game. It was ongoing—continuing from one day to the 
next, one location to another, even interfering with plots of other games 
we played. I can’t remember how many times we actually finished the 
game, or at what point in the plot we decided to restart, but somehow 
we played this game enough that the beginning of the story remained the 
same each time. Between all four siblings, the narrative of Woods unfold-
ed as if it was a story we’d grown up hearing.
 It always began with the four of us escaping an imaginary fire in 
our playhouse. I was the first to climb through the plastic window and 
land on the grass, followed by Alyssa. Somehow in every story arc, Jessica 
and Drew got separated and shouted at us to save ourselves and run away.
Alyssa and I never went back to search for our missing siblings; the as-
sumption was always that they had perished with the house, and the two 
of us were doomed to face the unforgiving wilderness on our own. We 
collected rainwater from the rain gutters in plastic buckets and argued 
over who got to go find twigs and torn-up leaves for the stew. And some-
where in the forest of the three trees in our backyard, whoever won the 
argument found two strangers barbarically living off the land in another 
part of the yard.
 Like a recurring dream, the repetition of Woods encouraged us 
to explore the themes of survival again and again, until we found an 
ending we were satisfied with. Often it happened that the youngest, our 
brother, was the one who knew how to survive in the woods. As the game 
continued, Drew secretly taught Alyssa and I how to exist in the wild, 
and we slowly learned to trust him. Eventually, the four of us discovered 
that we shared the last name Woods and that Jessica and Drew were the 
lost siblings from the fire years ago.
 This is the story we played repeatedly growing up. It was the 
Bleeding Hearts
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story of reuniting with one another, of revival, of finding strength in our 
abundance.
•
 Every spring, my father would employ us to plant a garden of 
flowers for Mother’s Day. We learned to dread the Sunday morning he 
pulled up to the backyard with a truck-bed full of annuals—petunias, 
geraniums, pansies, alyssums, zinnias—because it meant we would be 
spending the rest of the day digging in dirt.
 Our garden was a baker’s rack with potted plants, the spots by 
the side of the house where my father’s failed vegetables were planted, the 
large ceramic pots by the front door, and the small patch of dirt in the 
shade of the east side of the house. That patch was where my mother’s 
flowers grew.
 We spent Mother’s Day afternoon tearing up weeds and dead 
flowers and systematically dumping the old, dried up soil and replacing 
it with fistfuls of the soft stuff, straight out of the bag. Our mother would 
call us in for lunch, which she’d spent the morning making. After lunch, 
we started the potting process, sometimes even getting the freedom to 
compose a large ceramic pot out front. It was a game of planning, and 
my father knew the perfect location for each and every plant we buried 
in the garden. In the evening, we all retreated inside and cleaned the dirt 
from underneath our fingernails while our mother served the Mother’s 
Day dinner she’d prepared for us.
 The day of planting was a celebration of our mother, though my 
father was the one who made sure the plants were watered and healthy. A 
watercolor wildlife artist and natural resource manager, my father’s con-
nection to the earth is physical. Mowing the lawn and gardening, along 
with hunting and fishing, are the ways my father escapes the claustropho-
bia of the indoors, and his protection of the annuals in the backyard were 
his way of understanding his proximity to the earth.
 One Mother’s Day, he cut down the Bleeding Hearts bush in the 
shade of the house, and made our mother cry. I wasn’t sure why, but we 
cried too.
 Our mother’s connection to the earth is ephemeral. I’ve always 
found mine to be subterranean.
•
 I was born a houseplant. It was late summer when my mother 
returned with me from the hospital, and our next-door neighbors gave us 
a potted spider plant to celebrate my coming into the world. The plant 
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hung in my mother’s sewing room, where she went to escape the claus-
trophobia of domestic life. My mother is a skilled seamstress, but she has 
never been a gardener. She seldom watered the spider plant, though it 
lived for years sprouting infant spiderettes, which cascaded over the edges 
of the pot and onto her fabric. When it finally dried up, we emptied the 
pot and reused it in the garden. Alongside the alyssums and geraniums, I 
found my roots in the backyard.
 And where the houseplant once hung in my mother’s sewing 
room—her sanctuary—she hung an antique bird cage. “I was supersti-
tious of it,” she told me once about the spider plant. “It was you.”
•
 
 The alyssums were used in numerous spots throughout the gar-
den, particularly in places where we weren’t sure what else to fill space 
with. In case you are not familiar with alyssums, they are a moderately 
diverse genus of flowering plants with multiple tiny flowers attached to 
every stem. The root hairs are wispy and soft, always the trickiest to plant 
just right. Each root creates an assortment of petals, each one unique 
and yet distinctly a part of one plant. They are self-seeding, cropping 
up unexpectedly in places like the cracks in concrete and between brick 
pavestones. The ones commonly sold in the tents of home improvement 
stores are Lobularia maritima, or Sweet Alyssums, and are some of the 
most fragrant coastal flowers.
 We always saved an arrangement of whites and light purples for 
the small, ceramic angel pots that Alyssa and I had received together 
one year, and the rest were used in the extra flowerbeds. Like the middle 
child, the flowers look tiny against the palm of your hand, compared 
to the rest of the annuals in the garden, but without them, everything 
looks a little more cluttered, a little less cohesive. The fragmentation of 
the alyssum inspires a mosaic within the flower pot, tying together the 
whites of the pansies with the purples of the geraniums. Their presence 
was a function, holding together the image of the garden in full bloom. 
For well into the summer (and often into the fall), the yard was alive with 
everything from sunflowers to geraniums to squash to sour pears, and my 
mother’s Bleeding Hearts.
 They were dead anyway, he pleaded. They’d been growing in the 
shade, where there wasn’t enough moisture.
 When my parents got married, my mother was six months preg-
nant. We found this out because our grandmother mistakenly put the 
correct year of our parents’ wedding on the family calendar. We looked 
closer at a wedding photo and noticed the pregnancy concealed by a 
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bouquet of flowers our mother likely didn’t choose.
 He loves me.
 He loves me not. He loves me.
 He loves me not.
 Gardens are an oasis for healing. The afternoons we planted 
flowers for our mother were a ritual that bound us to the backyard, and 
to each other, year after year. In the overgrown grass of May, we sat and 
listened. Larks and lawnmowers harmonized with our idle conversation. 
It never once rained on a planting day. Our mother mixed us pink lem-
onade from a pitcher with yellow bumblebees painted on it. We took 
turns pulling roots, sharing stories, and chasing the dog with water from 
the hose. After we’d grown too old to play together, it was the only occa-
sion the four of us would spend time together in the backyard. A reunion 
of a bouquet of siblings, sinking our bare hands into the soil beside one 
another.
 My favorite image of the planting process was the sight of the 
empty pots with the vibrant annuals still in their plastic, lying on top. 
Ready for roots to be buried, ready to stretch back into the earth.
 For a great number of my childhood years, my hometown was 
overrun with urban deer that nibbled on the flowers we had worked so 
hard to plant. My father kept them out with a wire fence, but sometimes 
we would still catch them plucking petals through the wire. If no one was 
around, I would just watch the deer, letting them feed on the fruits of our 
garden.
•
 There were flowers in the yard the deer avoided, a mysterious 
plant that granted us infinite wishes throughout the spring and summer-
time. At times when I would get too eager, I peeled back the leaves of the 
wilting dandelion and felt its soft petals inside. The cottony petals of a 
dying dandelion are not wishes, but I always appreciated their softness, 
with blades of grass poking the back of my knees. It’s been said that if you 
rub a dandelion on the underside of your chin and it leaves a mark, you’re 
in love.
 One of my earliest memories is of picking the dandelions out-
side of the fence and bringing them in to my mother as a gift. I was too 
young, not allowed to go outside the chain-link fence of our backyard, 
when I cautiously made eye contact with the neighbor’s labrador retriever 
in the window outside the fence.
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 Dandelions are considered weeds because they don’t reproduce 
through pollination but instead through a process wherein the seeds are 
cloned and released by external forces (wind or animals). This means a 
rapid and explosive reproduction process, which my father curses every 
spring when the yellow heads dotted the backyard again. It also means 
that the seeds produced are genetic duplicates of the parents’ seeds.
•
 During times of the year when nothing was alive outside, we 
stayed in and dreamed of springtime. Incidentally, one of the films we 
seemed to watch countless times growing up was The Secret Garden, 
which follows fictional Mary Lennox’s struggle to adjust to a new life in 
her wealthy uncle’s mansion, and the mystery of the faint sobbing she 
hears each night. One afternoon, the young orphan uncovers a hidden 
garden, and she begins to restore the garden to its natural brilliance. In 
the basement of the mansion, she meets her cousin, a cripple who has 
been isolated from the world. The orphan takes her cousin to the garden 
where he learns to walk among the blooming flowers of the spring. Mary 
Lennox’s story is a story of revival, of honoring curiosity, and discovering 
her refuge in the dawn of spring.
 
•
 Eve had a garden of her own where she learned to celebrate the 
beauty of the earth and of her body. To go down the garden path is to be 
deceived, to be led astray. When Eve spoke to the snake, she was listening 
to her intuition, telling her it was safe to eat. What Eve discovered in 
Eden, which I have been discovering all along, is that there is knowledge 
in the fruits of the earth.
 When Alice honored her curiosity, she stumbled down a rab-
bit hole and discovered a rose garden. Searching for a way to climb the 
hill and get a better look, she walked a path that seemed to twist and 
change, leading her again and again the way she came. Exhausted with 
frustration, Alice finally gave up and sat beside another garden, named 
the Garden of Live Flowers. She confided in a tiger lily, surprised to hear 
it respond. She asked the tiger lily if all flowers could speak.
 “As well as you can,” responded the flower. “Only louder.”
•
 Lamprocapnos spectabilis, Bleeding Hearts, are the ones you can 
split down the seam to unravel the white, silky petals inside. They’re 
slightly irritating to the skin, which is why we were seldom allowed to 
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touch. The roots are too delicate to withstand most weathering and dis-
turbance, which is why they had thrived so curiously on the side of the 
house in the shade. My father didn't know this when he cut the bush 
down. The leaves had holes, and the petals had bloomed too early in 
the springtime, so there were none left by Mother’s Day. They call these 
flowering plants spring ephemerals, because they're in full bloom for a 
relatively short duration of the year, spending most of summer, winter, 
and fall dormant. During the seasons in between, the plant appears to be 
withered. My father had forgotten that Bleeding Hearts are perennials, 
not annuals. My mother would forever fear losing her Bleeding Hearts to 
make space for the flowers she never chose.
 He loves me.
 He loves me not. He loves me.
 Flowers for anniversaries, flowers for birthdays. Flowers at the 
altar at church. Flowers when you’re sick, flowers for graduation. A new 
baby, a new job, a new wife. Rose petals on the bed, frozen corsage thaw-
ing on a trembling wrist. Lilacs for the innocent; lilies for a loss. She 
told me her brother used to make the snapdragons talk to her. Hyacinth 
and foxglove and chrysanthemums, a language, a form. Gardenias for 
the pure, carnations for the cheap. Baby’s-Breath in the kitchen, on the 
Christmas tree.
 For my sister Jessica’s wedding, she gave out wildflower seed 
packets as party favors. All native wildflowers of Montana, I dumped the 
seeds on the side of Hellgate Canyon almost a year later and never went 
back.
 There was a quote from Emerson on the package. “The earth 
laughs in flowers,” and I thought about all the wildflowers—bluebells, 
castillejas, flax, dogwood, thistles—and how the earth also dreams in 
flowers. Sobs in flowers, prays in flowers, speaks in flowers, sighs drifting 
through fields of opaline wallflowers. A gesture. A language. My mother’s 
Bleeding Hearts grew back crooked. My father started painting flowers 
on her birthday and anniversary cards instead of buying the live ones. He 
was always an artist, never a romantic. I knew she appreciated not having 
to water anything anymore.
 
•
 In the front yard of our house, the garden was almost entirely 
one plant called Snow on the Mountain, or Bishop’s Weed. These dense 
plants take root wherever they can and are particularly hard to contain 
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because of it, so my father laid pavestone around them to keep them 
enclosed. Snow on the Mountain, Euphorbia marginata, gets its name 
from the leaves which taper into white at the edges. The frosted leaves 
resemble snowy mountaintops, like the ones they inhabit, the ones I grew 
up surrounded by. They are among my favorite of Montana’s native plant 
species, although they are highly toxic to wildlife and have very little eco-
logical significance, except to the Mourning Doves, which feed on their 
seeds.
 Unlike most people who labor to get rid of the weed, both of my 
parents adored the Snow on the Mountain that grew outside our front 
door. It was as if the endemic plant preserved the fullness of our home, 
embodying our abundance, and our tendency to flourish next to each 
other.
•
 When we played Woods, it was up to Alyssa and me to make 
the stew. We collected woodchips from under the plum tree, berries we 
weren’t supposed to eat from the tree behind the playhouse, overgrown 
blades of grass from the cracks in the concrete. Before we turned on the 
hose for the broth, we always picked one or two flowering clovers from 
patches in the grass. “These are for good luck,” we’d say, and toss them in. 
And they were, because whoever ventured to gather the food discovered 
the other two siblings, living in the shade of the backyard. •
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“A fool, a fool! I met a fool i’ the forest,
A motley fool; a miserable world!”
— As You Like It, Act II, Scene VII
Moon men:
we’re all down here stealing
Christmas and then giving it back,
tying our laces together
and throwing ourselves at powerlines.
I had a thought;
in a diner I’m looking at a man who looks through me,
and he only exists
if I let him. He’s not here;
he’s wherever he is, 
and everywhere
if the right channel’s on.
There aren’t any people here either.
Works-For-Tips smiles through 
shade and smoke-break-breath under peppermint
to scrape my jar for something sweet,
something I don’t need.
She doesn’t need.
For your consideration:
 A puppet, a pirate and a prophet walk into a whale.
 You’ve heard this one already?
 Well, the punchline’s about a wooden leg.
 Everyone’s seen and heard everything.
 We’ve shot all the messengers.
Escalator
POETRY
Andrew Vigesaa
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Exhibit B:
 Turn the crank on the box.
 Just slightly, slow…
 Not too fast because if— 
 POP!
 goes the weasel.
 I’m either laughing or crying, I forgot 
 to remember which. It’s only fun
 the first time.
“Rule of Three”
 I was in the elevator 
 and the muzak played a marching beat 
 to knock the colors onto the floor.
 They dripped down to a lagoon 
 floating with yesterday’s headlines.
The squinters and hunchers have their theories,
“Dependence Day changed it all,” they cry— 
Whether it’s the trap or the branch
a dead rabbit puts meat on the bones,
bugs in the webs, dogs by the fence.
I have my own thoughts:
We’re moon men,
we’re always going to be.
At least until we’re not.
How does it go?
Nothing gold can stay
and what’s spoiled will still rot
while a spool
sits idle and bare,
at the bottom of a well
gulping green water.
When we wash the thread,
a black ink drips from the strands,
wringing the fur of some horror long since extinct.
What do we do with the ink?
Can we drink it? 
 Can we smoke it?
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Can we sell it?
Here’s a thought:
Break those brittle white branches clutching your thumper,
nestled snug between black lead balloons. 
Carve out a little spot in the center. 
Now, what’s one more hole in the head?
Pour it in with a funnel,
and shake liberally.
Someone left the lights on while we were on vacation.
And somebody is going to have to answer for their mistakes.
And maybe this whole mess is an heirloom.
Can we pawn it?
   Oh— 
They tried already?
So now we’re isotopes and submarines
we’ve got our helmets on
for outerspace or headspace
or innerspace, 
inner peace?
My library is full of books I won’t open.
I have friends whose voices won’t ever speak to me.
I’ve got a kiss on the mantle I should keep in storage.
There’s a moon crashing into an ocean out there,
ripping up the wake and thrashing it into beaches and port towns,
into the nowhere that is burning down.
That nowhere
From where we all 
watch.
From where the man who is everywhere and nowhere
Stands with a microphone to speak to me
in some diner
wherever I am.
Wherever you are.
We are an escalator.
We move without moving.
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 The sight of the theater door, a gray rectangle in a sea of graffiti 
and black-painted brick, stopped Marianne only for a moment. Ever so 
slightly, her shoulders leveled and her breath slowed with forced calm. 
She turned her face to the sun for one last warm moment before she 
pulled open the stage door. The maze of hallways and dressing rooms 
was dimly lit. Posters, most with her silhouette on them, covered the 
walls: “The Duchess in Red starring Marianne Duncan. Dangerous and 
decadent. A must see!” Signs with fat red arrows proclaimed “Stage This 
Way,” as if anyone could forget where the spotlight was.  
 She did not remove her scarf or sunglasses as she walked through 
the halls. They would recognize her. The first open door was a large dress-
ing room for female dancers in the chorus. As she walked by, lights sur-
rounding the shared mirrors glanced off the buttons on her overcoat and 
highlighted the graceful line of her cheekbone. She passed the room and 
heard whispers of her name. She didn’t have to look back to know at least 
one dancer had peered out the door, watching her progress down the hall. 
She grinned as she slowed to a more purposeful walk, the rhythmic click 
of her stilettos echoing in the narrow hallway. She passed by the open 
doors of various supporting actors and actresses not important enough to 
have their own rooms. One pair even had the guts to slam their door as 
she passed by. Her inching smile transformed into a wide grin at the loud 
crash.  
 The nameplate outside her dressing room had been covered with 
a slash of masking tape with the name “Greta Anderson” scrawled in 
marker. She peeled it off with one swift motion, revealing the glistening 
gold lettering beneath: Marianne Duncan.
 “Greta, my dear, I’m afraid you’re back in the chorus this eve-
ning,” Marianne crooned as she entered her dressing room. Greta 
whipped around, bobby pins falling out of her thin blond hair. Marianne 
greeted Greta's wide‐eyed indignation with ease, pressing the masking 
tape label onto Greta’s robe. 
Duchess in Red
FICTION
McKenzie Watterson
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 “There,” Marianne gushed. “Now you have your own label to 
claim one of the mirrors in the group room.”
 “Daniel didn’t tell me you—”
 “Oh, you’re on a first name basis with big Mr. Director?” Mar-
ianne placed her bag on the boudoir. “You must be really moving up in 
the world! Unfortunately, Daniel doesn’t tell you everything, sweetie. Get 
out of my dressing room.”
 With a glare, Greta gathered her makeup and the dilapidated 
stuffed elephant she used as a good luck charm. 
 “I’m going to see what Daniel has to say about this.” She stormed 
out of the room.
 Marianne removed her scarf and sunglasses, hanging them with 
her coat on the back of the door. She surveyed her room, searching for 
any of Greta’s lasting intrusions. Letters from Marianne’s fans still lined 
the mirror. The coffee table, usually hidden beneath adoring roses, was 
bare. Marianne took the few remaining flowers and tossed them in the 
garbage. She had no need for Greta’s sloppy seconds.
  Her hands began to tremble. Anxiety gripped her chest as she 
closed the door and pressed her back into it. She had made it this far. Ev-
erything was going to be okay. Marianne forced three slow, deep breaths. 
It was then that she noticed the smell. Sickly sweet vanilla wafted into her 
nose. She quickly located Greta’s offending candles and threw them out 
with the flowers.
 “Greta, I have your costume ready to go.” Emily, the dresser, 
entered with the signature gown.
 “You’re going to have to go get mine,” Marianne said. “Greta’s 
dress is far too scrawny for me.”
 “Oh Mari, you’re here!” Emily exclaimed, the smile lines around 
her eyes creased deeper than usual. “I didn’t think you were supposed to 
get back so soon.”
 “I decided to return a little early. You didn’t think I would miss 
press night, did you?” Marianne handed her the press invite that a fan 
had forwarded.
 “Of course not. Thank goodness.” Emily scurried out of the 
room to find Marianne’s gown. Marianne lifted her dress over her head 
and put on her silk dressing robe. She sighed as the familiar burgun-
dy folds enveloped her. Ignoring the periodic stares from different cast 
members as they invented excuses to pass by her open door, she sat down 
at her boudoir and began a familiar routine, preparing herself for the 
stage.
 She pulled out an array of makeup and hair products from her 
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bag, carefully arranging them in the order she would need them. Then 
she pulled out a small tin of pastilles, placing one on her tongue before 
putting the box in the corner of her dresser. Immediately, her throat and 
vocal chords relaxed. Marianne pulled out a single rose from its wrap-
ping, delicately dried with a ribbon ‐tied note still dangling from its stem. 
“Break a leg, kiddo!” the note read. She laid the flower at the base of the 
mirror. Humming soft scales, she began to warm up as she brushed foun-
dation across her features. She took a sip from her water bottle, trying to 
ignore the missing part of her routine. She raised the water to her lips and 
drank half the bottle.
 “Emily? Do you have any red lipstick?” Marianne called out 
to no response. Maybe there was some old makeup in her boudoir. As 
she opened the drawer, three little glass bottles rolled out. Absolut. They 
hadn’t cleaned out her dressing room. Marianne grabbed the bottles. She 
glanced around to see if anyone was watching and thrust them into the 
pockets of her robe. They felt as though they would pull her down from 
her chair. Quelling her shaking hands, she sang vocal warm ‐ups until she 
fell into a familiar rhythm. She returned to the mirror and her routine.
 “Marianne. What are you doing here?” Daniel stood in the 
doorway.
 “This is my dressing room,” she replied. Without turning to face 
him, she continued to glide mascara across her eyelashes.
 Daniel crossed his arms. “Four weeks, they said. And you know 
as well as I do that it’s only been three.”
 “They let me out early.” She twisted the tube of mascara closed.  
 “Bullshit.”
 “Believe whatever you will. I’m here and I’m going to perform.”
  “You know I can’t let you do that.” Daniel shooed a dancer away 
and shut the door behind him. “What’s going on, Mari?”
 Marianne put down her mascara, and, standing to her full 
height, pounded her words into Daniel, calm and deadly. 
 “What’s going on is that I am here to perform. Right now there 
is a critic from every major newspaper in New York picking up a ticket at 
our box office. Do you really want my understudy out there? Greta still 
can’t hit that C at the end of act one, can she?” 
 Daniel’s silence answered her question.
 “Exactly. You need me. And that is why you are going to let me 
perform. Now please open the door so Emily can come in and prepare 
me for the show.” 
 Marianne turned around, knowing she had won. Daniel huffed 
in frustration and flung the door open. He paused to talk to Emily in the 
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hallway. “Oh good, you already got her dress. Did everyone just decide 
she was performing without consulting me? You know what, never mind. 
Just make sure she’s clean, okay?”
 The little bottles in Marianne’s pockets grew heavier and her 
heart beat a little faster as her fingers brushed the cool glass. What harm 
could one sip do? Marianne’s hand leapt out of her pocket when Emily 
entered the room.
 “Here’s your dress! We might need to make a few repairs once 
you have it on, but it’s pretty much still in stellar condition!” Emily 
helped her out of her robe and tossed it on the couch out of Marianne’s 
reach.
 Emily held out the dress for Marianne to step into. Welcoming 
waves of cool red silk washed over her skin. Emily’s quick fingers fastened 
each tiny button running from the bottom of her spine to the valley be-
tween her shoulder blades. The dress embraced each curve of Marianne’s 
body. She brushed her fingers across the careful ruching at her waist. The 
sleeves clung tightly to the entire length of her arms. A plunging neckline 
framed the cool strand of pearls that Emily fastened around her neck. 
Marianne turned to face the mirror. She was the Duchess in Red.
 “Places in ten minutes.” The stage manager’s voice burst from 
the intercom near the door of the room.
 “Thank you, ten,” Emily replied, then turned to examine Mari-
anne’s costume.“Oh! You need some lipstick!” She pulled some out of the 
drawer where the bottles had been. “There, now you’re perfect. Ready?”
 “I was born ready.” Marianne smirked, but the silk caressing her 
skin began to feel tighter. Was The New York Times out there? Undoubt-
edly. What about The Daily News? She eyed the bulges in the discarded 
robe. Closing her eyes, she took a deep breath, but felt no relief.
 “You better check in with James,” Emily reminded her. “Does he 
even know you’re back?”
 “He should by now.” Marianne smiled and glided out the door 
to the dressing room across from hers. As usual, his door was closed, but 
notes of warm baritone drifted from under it.
 She knocked. “It’s me.” The singing stopped.
 “What the hell? Marianne?” James opened the door. She slowly 
let her eyes slide over his features.
  “Did you miss me?”
 “Come on in.” He smiled and opened the door wider. She 
brushed by him as she entered the room. His dressing room was dim, lit 
only by Christmas lights crisscrossing the ceiling. He must have finished 
hair and makeup early. Marianne’s eyes caught on the open bottle of wine 
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on his dresser.
 “Oh, shit!” he said, corking the bottle and stashing it in a drawer. 
“Sorry.”
 “It’s fine,” Marianne replied. His lips had deep purple stains in 
their creases. She wondered if they would taste like wine.
 He began pacing. “So, was anyone planning on telling me you’re 
back, or were they going to wait until we’re on stage together and see if I 
notice it’s not Greta out there with me?”
 “See, that is the disadvantage of being a hermit.” Marianne 
caught him mid- pace and put an arm around him, resting her head on 
his shoulder. “You miss important news.”
 “There’s never a dull moment with you, is there?” She felt his 
shoulders finally relax. She kissed him on the cheek and let her hand 
drop. “See you on the stage.” Before she could leave his room, the inter-
com came to life. 
 “James, Daniel wants to see you. Stage left, now.”
 “Excuse me.” James pushed by her and was gone.
 Marianne froze. She stared at the second drawer down on James’s 
dresser. Dim lighting cast shadows across it. She crossed the room and 
caressed the smooth wooden handle of the drawer. She could walk away. 
She should walk away.
 The drawer slid open when she pulled, and the wine bottle rolled 
forward. The dark nectar swayed inside the green glass. She slammed the 
drawer shut. She did not need it; she was Marianne Duncan.
 “Places in five.”
 Nerves buzzed in every inch of her body and breath escaped her. 
She could not go out onto the stage like this. Marianne returned to the 
drawer and removed the wine cork with an expert twist. Intoxication 
wafted from the bottle, and she inhaled the heavy scent. She tilted the 
slender neck of the bottle, anticipating heady release. Her stained lips 
would match James’s when they met on stage, wrapped in the soft haze. 
The faces of the critics and the audience would all blur together, her per-
formance a familiar whirlwind of color and song. The first drop of wine 
bit her tongue.
 “No.” She dropped the bottle. With shattered glass, its spell was 
broken.
 Marianne stumbled out of the room. Her dressing room was 
bright in comparison. She gulped water and placed another pastille on 
her tongue. After replenishing her red lipstick, she began singing scales 
again. Her heartbeat mellowed. Any moment now.
 “Places,” the stage manager’s voice pealed through the intercom.
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 Marianne lifted her head, striding through one last door to the 
wings of backstage. The indistinct murmur of the crowd rolled in, slight-
ly muffled by the thick curtain. The orchestra stirred to life. Stray voices 
of violins, flutes, and horns mingled with the opening notes of the over-
ture. The audience hushed, and behind the curtain, the lighting cue for 
the first scene raised. Marianne took a deep breath.
  Dust swirled off the curtains and played in the light. Soft shuf-
fling feet announced the presence of the dancers, ready to make their 
entrance. The overture swelled. 
 Only seconds now before the curtains opened and the dancers 
entered. The dress felt tighter than before, too tight. Heat from the lights 
caused sweat to bead on Marianne’s forehead. The curtains swept open, 
dancers rushed to fill the stage and embody the music. Her cue was com-
ing up. She tried to breathe, but the dress was too tight. 
 Just as she turned, rushing away from a performance sure to end 
in disaster, Emily caught her.
 “There’s someone here from Healing Steps. She’s looking for 
you, but Daniel’s stalling.  If you don’t go on stage right now, she’s going 
to take you back.”
 Emily spun her around and pushed her toward the stage. This 
was it; she had no choice. This performance would stop all the whispers. 
To hell with those who said she was washed up, her legacy drowned. Mar-
ianne was there to perform, and the siren’s call was fading. She didn’t need 
it. Right on cue, she strode to center stage. Whispers rippled through the 
audience as they realized who was standing in front of them—a surprise 
return from Marianne Duncan. First one clap, then a few, then the whole 
audience burst out in cheers. Marianne finally let out the breath she had 
been holding.
 The orchestra held their chord until the adoration died down, 
but she did not begin singing. The world around her was crystalline. She 
felt exhilaration, lost long ago at the bottom of a bottle, stir anew deep 
inside her. The whole audience hung on her lips, waiting for her sweet 
melody. A fiendish flicker rose in her chest. She heard the creaks of peo-
ple leaning forward in their seats, completely at her mercy. She let the 
anticipation build. Three. Two. One. Notes soared out from deep inside 
her, filling the theater. She was home.
•
 When the curtains closed for intermission, Daniel was waiting 
for her in the wings, smiling and shaking his head.
 “I told you I was going to perform.” Marianne tried not to grin.
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 “I never should have doubted you,” he said, but his smile faded. 
“The woman from Healing Steps is in your dressing room.”
 Marianne straightened her back, raised her chin, and strode into 
her room. 
 “I’m sorry, no visits from fans until after the performance.” Mar-
ianne began to touch up her makeup.
 “You know that’s not why I’m here.” The woman was wearing a 
pale green polo, embroidered with a dove carrying the words, “Healing 
Steps.” There was a coffee stain on her khakis.
 “Get out of my dressing room.”
 “Marianne, why did you leave treatment?”
 Marianne’s heart pounded. She whipped around.
 “In case you had not noticed, my name is on every poster you 
passed on your way in here. That show you see out there—it’s a sniveling 
wreck without me. I am Marianne Duncan. I am the Duchess in Red. I 
am here to perform. Now leave.” 
 “Cut the crap. Do you understand the concept of court ‐ordered 
rehab? You did not have permission to leave our facility. Give me one 
good reason not to haul you back right now. I bet you’re not even clean.”
The woman began searching the room, checking in drawers, shifting 
around makeup. Marianne’s heart stopped when the woman reached her 
robe. How could she have been so stupid? She should have thrown the 
bottles away, drained them in the sink, anything but leave them in her 
room. The woman lifted the incriminating fabric from the floor. Mari-
anne wondered how the audience would react when Greta went on as the 
Duchess in the second act. But when the woman patted the pockets, she 
found nothing. Where were the bottles?
 “I told you.” Marianne’s words cut through the silence. “I’m here 
to perform. I’m clean.”
 “I still have to take you back.” The woman crossed her arms.
 “I know.” Marianne closed the door behind her. She would not 
let the chorus girls see her beg. Her voice softened. “Just, please, not yet. 
Please let me finish this performance. Every newspaper in town is out 
there. I need this. I need to know that I can do this without—” Marianne 
played with the stitching in her sleeve. “Just one performance, please?”
 “Places for Act Two,” the intercom interrupted.
 “The moment this show is over, you’re mine. I’ll be out back 
with a taxi.” The woman flung open the door and stalked away. 
 Emily came in to check on the costume. “I saw you in James’s 
room.” Emily fixed a stich at her waist. “With the wine.”
  “Emily, you have to know I didn’t—”
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 “I know. I almost went and got Greta’s dress again, but you 
stopped.” She straightened. There were familiar bottle ‐shaped lumps in 
the pockets of her jeans. “After that, I wasn’t about to let Mrs. Healing 
Steps steal your second chance.”
 “Thank you.”
 “Now don’t waste it.” Emily reached out and brushed a curl out 
of Marianne’s face. The intercom erupted with sound. 
 “I said places for Act Two! Where is Marianne?” 
 “Coming!”
•
 The adoring roar of the crowd followed her off the stage. When 
she entered her dressing room, a symphony of colorful flowers greeted 
her. She let her hair cascade to her shoulders and wiped the stage makeup 
from her features. The once‐cool silk folds of her dress were warm as she 
let them slide off her body. She redressed in her street clothes, securing 
the belt of her coat around her slender waist, wrapping her hair in the 
scarf, and perching her sunglasses on her nose. The only item she re-
turned to her bag was the rose: “Break a leg, kiddo!”
 Before leaving the dressing room, she gathered a large armful 
of flowers. Daniel, Emily, and James were all waiting outside her door, 
gushing. She gently pushed past them and began her walk down the 
corridor. Greta was near the entrance to the dancer’s dressing room, still 
half in costume. She thrust the armful of flowers into Greta’s confused 
arms, damaging petals. Without a word, Marianne Duncan strode past 
fans screaming at the stage door and slid into the waiting yellow taxi. •
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There is not an ounce of blue in my city. 
Perhaps a few sad people.
With riverbed walls
and carpet deep enough to swallow entire limbs,
this is where the women in my family lost themselves.
I count lines of latitude and apathy 
on the stained hardwood floor,
reminding myself what a skull sounds like 
when it cracks against a kitchen sink.
My mother spent every Sunday 
in the garden.
And thirty-three years 
learning the right way 
to gather dust.
I know she wishes we would visit more often.
I know if you lock a deadbolt enough times 
it sounds like a stopping heart.
A Study in Castle Building
POETRY
Katie Marshall
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bundle of albatross feathers
stuffed into burlap bag
with five stamps
bottle of mustard
bag of wine
take my hand too
I tucked it in there.
you can run it along your spine 
& down your arms.
Noah used his hand to build 
so maybe when my floods come, 
swelling waves, 
you can clench my fist 
around a hammer 
& build a boat
rains a lot in the UK
stay dry
Care Package
POETRY
Colter Murphy
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 Being from the Flathead Reservation, I understand what a hot, 
sunny day means. When clouds disperse, the sun glazes down on a shiny, 
orange hoop—that’s when the Rez Kids come out. Three things make a 
Rez Kid: witty jokes, a nasty vocabulary, and a love for basketball. Life 
for the Rez Kid has always depended on the weather. Even in the old 
days, activities could only be played as much as the weather allowed, or 
as much as a man could stand. Everything was, and still is, for survival. 
Sure, winters were bad back then: food was scarce, and keeping warm was 
a full-time job. But the weight of modernity pressurizes and transforms 
cultures. Indians know that better than anyone. At some point there was 
a break in the timeline. The start of a season was no longer dictated by 
weather, and warriors were no longer solely characterized by descriptions 
of force and destruction. Today, there are two kinds of warriors known to 
my reservation: the kind in the cold who track down an eight-by-eight 
bull elk, swiftly taking the giant animal’s life, gutting and cleaning the 
animal’s insides and ingesting the heart as appreciation to Creator for 
such a wonderful gift; and there’s the kind of warrior that emerges from 
the warmth, the one that helps define a culture with an orange ball and a 
passion—the one who plays basketball.
 I have lived off the reservation for two years. There’s an old say-
ing that goes, “You can take the kid off the Rez, but you can’t take the 
Rez out the kid.” This is odd because every year I was away, my ability 
to bullshit weakened, the punch of my jokes softened, and my skills as a 
basketball player—well, they aren’t good enough. Don’t get me wrong, I 
was never the greatest player. I’m what some would call an average player 
amongst the reservation legends that lace up their kicks one shattered 
dream at a time. I worked my ass off to become average too, always drib-
bling in the shadow of more talented and athletic kids, usually Indian. I 
have no remorse; it was an honor to be a part of such a long and proud 
tradition, like a Flag Song at graduation or a Salish prayer at a funeral.
When the Real Battle Begins
NON-FICTION
Antonio Torres
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 The drive from my house in Missoula to my hometown on the 
reservation takes approximately twenty-seven minutes when driving at a 
minimum of six miles over the speed limit. As each minute passes, famil-
iarity settles in the pit of my stomach like each bite of a home-cooked 
meal. When I enter the valley, mountains engulf and encapsulate the 
remnants of a culture with an endless history. Most of the faces I see have 
roots that date back to traditional times, when the Salish language was 
a necessity and horses were currency. Tragedy haunts the dark faces of 
some people who are naïve about values and locked in a consistent cycle 
of poverty. From early broken promises to a slower, dissolving sense of 
identity, it’s amazing and heartbreaking to know there are still memories 
that can be retraced and to know that we haven’t become memories our-
selves. These faces are wounded and stiff, but functional, like rehab after 
surgery. It didn’t start this way but that’s how it is, and for me, that’s how 
it always was.
 The town itself is filled with uniform boxes of tribal housing 
and a public school. I make sure not to blink and miss it while I ease off 
of the highway that cuts straight down the middle of everything. Once 
I pull off, I’ll unquestionably meet up with one of my old friends from 
high school at the only grocery store in town—happens every time. He’ll 
say something like, “Hey cousin, got five bucks gas? I’ll get yuh back next 
per cap!” He’ll either be droopy eyed or wired, a tribal employee or a Sal-
ish-Kootenai College student. Four hundred dollars of per-capita, paid 
out three times a year from his tribe will never be enough to pay back his 
debts. And he’ll never be my actual cousin.
 I’ll reply with something along the lines of, “Jeez, robbin’ me 
like a Kootenai!” and he’ll laugh until he starts coughing, and I’ll laugh 
halfheartedly because of the mocked Kootenai blood flowing in my veins. 
I’ll give him the five bucks that may or may not be used for gas, and I’ll 
never see it again nor expect it back, not even after per cap. As I leave the 
store I’ll involuntarily glance up at Dancing Boy—a peculiar formation 
filled in with snow high in the mountains that extraordinarily resembles 
a native in full regalia, his knees are lifted and his back is arched, as he 
dances and blesses my little hometown eight months out of the year. 
That’s when I know the transformation is complete. That’s when I know 
I’m home.
 One day—it had to be a weekday because all Tribal funded facil-
ities are closed on weekends for some reason; “The time when you need 
those fuckers the most,” my grandmother used to say—I walked into the 
Tribal Community Complex, better known around the valley as “The 
Center,” fully clothed in alternative-traditional Native regalia: Jordan 
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shirts, Jordan shorts, and Jordan shoes. Cold wind pierced my arms and 
legs. Icy sidewalks tested my balance. It was like a competition against 
nature just to get inside the building, but once inside, nothing could hurt 
me. It was the public haven. To heat the Center had to cost a fortune, 
which is a word I use loosely and metaphorically because I don’t think 
that building has been heated since it was nothing more than a camp 
of teepees with smoke leaking out the top. I shivered my way down the 
hallway until I reached the gymnasium. The old floor looked seasoned 
but clean. There was no one inside the gym except for large portraits of 
Native legends that circled the walls around me. They weren’t all basket-
ball legends. Some were fluent Salish speakers, boxers, or well-respected 
elders. My great grandma, Ann Mary Lefthand, was placed right behind 
the backboard of the basketball hoop. She was an avid basketball fan, I 
hear, so her placement was appropriate. When I shot the ball or dribbled 
around my back and through my legs, her eyes seemed to follow me, and 
her fixed, wrinkled smile was painted so precisely, I couldn’t help but 
feel her appreciation as I watched the ball swish freshly through the net. 
I wonder if that’s the effect my great grandma has on everyone who has 
played there. It was like shooting that ball brought her back to life, even 
if for a moment, and it was beautiful.
 When it’s cold out, weekends are tough without The Center be-
cause that’s when Rez Kids thrive on cheap liquor, weed, and reckless-
ness. But on warmer days, as in most towns, a new glow presents itself 
and is projected from the faces of everyone. More waves are given on the 
streets, sobriety stretches out the day, conversations last a little longer, 
and best of all, the faint sound of a basketball bouncing up and down 
on the concrete—a different sound than the bounce on a wood floor—
steadily replays itself like sweet music.
 My freshman year of high school, a group of my friends, both 
older and younger, took the power of spray paint and the liberty be-
stowed upon us by the weekend to turn an elementary school's concrete 
basketball court into the greatness that is the Battlefield. The court reeked 
of rez, with its eight-foot-high basketball hoop on one side, and a nine-
foot hoop on the other. Blue, red, and green spray paints dazzled the 
entire court, and both backboards were engraved with a word: “East” on 
the eight-foot rim, and “West” on the nine-foot rim. In the middle, a 
circle was drawn intersecting each of the four slabs of concrete that made 
up the court, uniting them like a medicine wheel. Within that circle, 
separated by the cracks, are the names of four rival Indian schools. I have 
friends from all of them, and every one of them has laced up their kicks 
at some point in their lives, tested their skills out at the Battlefield.
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 I recently drove back to the Battlefield and parked next to the 
empty church that blessed every game we played out there. The sun had 
peaked, so I knew the sounds of coarse engines would greet me soon. The 
parking lot only contained eight spots and filled quickly with clanking 
cars and scrappy trucks—very distinct Rez rides with very similar charac-
teristics, complete with duct-taped windows and bungee corded hoods. I 
doubt that all of these cars put together could make one decent, reliable 
car, but that’s okay—Indians are never good with reliable anyway.
 “Hol, look at this guy! How you doing, babes?” Harvey greets 
me with a smile. He was wearing Jordan everything, shoes and socks and 
shorts. I guess most of the kids were, but none as deserving as Harvey.
 “Ayyy, a lot better now that I see you,” I replied. A friend later 
told me that Harvey had been on a drinking binge since quitting the 
basketball team at SKC, which made sense; his beer gut was starting to 
show. I wondered then why he seemed so happy.
 I was asked to play, and never would I pass up such an oppor-
tunity, but as it goes, I was still recovering from a recent knee surgery, 
and I knew better than to test it out against a bunch of high-flying, scor-
ing-hungry Rez Kids who craved contact. There was never a casual game 
at the Battlefield. When you play there, you play not only to win but to 
prove something—to yourself, your teammates willing to battle around 
you, and to the people who support everything you represent. It’s such a 
pleasure to witness, like colorful murals inside a grand church. I sat it out 
as they ran fives.
 The first possession started out slow, as it usually does. Harvey 
dribbled the ball down the court towards the “East” eight-foot back-
board, giving him the advantage on top of his already-natural advantage 
as a great ball player. He eloquently dribbled the ball six or seven times 
between his legs, behind the back, crossed over with no need for a screen 
and scored a lay-up with ease and artistry. That’s when the real game 
began. The ball was quickly thrown in from under the basket, igniting a 
fast break that seemed endless until the game’s final shot.
 The ball was passed to Dom, my closest friend on the court. 
He was lighter than most Natives, really light. I think he barely made 
the cut for blood quantum at Enrollment Services. But man, there was 
never any question about his basketball skills. In fact, that’s probably how 
Enrollment Services found out he had enough blood to be a tribal mem-
ber. They just gave him a ball, and each shot he could make earned him 
a percentage point. If that were the case, there would be no doubt they 
wanted him on the team. He was only five feet, nine inches tall, but being 
the most athletic and a gifted ball handler, he got down the court easily 
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for a powerful two-handed slam dunk on the “West” nine-foot hoop. 
Dom attended college with me for a semester before returning to the Rez 
to join a heavy machinery program at SKC. He says he plans to one day 
earn a certificate in diesel mechanics and run his family-owned mechanic 
shop in our home town. He wants to fix it up and re-open one day to 
fix all these Rez rides and Kootenai cruisers in our town. The “Mechanic 
Messiah” he calls himself. Who would’ve thought he’d be Native?
 The ball continued to fly from one end of the court to the 
other—lay-up after lay-up, slam after slam, and curse word after curse 
word. Nothing ever stood still. The ball was thrown to Trae, Harvey’s 
best friend, once upon a time. Trae, with the silkiest of jump shots, rose 
from the half-court line and placed the ball perfectly in the cylinder. The 
ball tickled each twine as it dropped through the net. What a shot! As 
he landed on his favored right leg, a sly smile overcame his competitive 
stoicism. Trae had surgery like mine a couple months prior, and Dom 
tells me he got pretty hard into pills, said he struggled without basketball 
because being a college dropout and never having a job in his life, bas-
ketball truly was everything to him. He always drank and talked about 
trying meth on a few separate occasions, but man, he was one hell of a 
ball player.
 The score was tied.
 Harvey had managed to keep his lackluster team in the game. 
He didn’t like to lose. So when he stepped up the defense at the end, I 
thought for sure the game was his. But Little Will, a freshman in high 
school and the son of a local cop dribbled up. He's left-handed, and as a 
freshman, the future of high school basketball for this town. 
 I remember watching Will years earlier at the Center working 
on his craft, as though he realized at a young age that one day he would 
follow the footsteps of the skilled warriors before him. And he would 
be ready for it. Basketball was sacred to him because it was sacred to his 
family. They haven’t missed a high school basketball game in years. He 
wanted to make them proud. He wanted to make his people proud. 
 Will dribbled down, only needing one point to win. Shorter 
than everyone else, he slipped past Harvey with a simple hard dribble to 
the left. Harvey, slower than Will in his prime, watched him effortlessly 
zoom by—just like Harvey used to. From there, Little Will rose to the oc-
casion and swished the same incredible shot Trae had made earlier from 
half-court, only this time it was followed by multiple F-words from the 
opposing team. Will had won. It was a story I’ve seen many times before, 
but with alternate endings, and I never knew exactly what those endings 
meant for the other teams.
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 That was the only game I watched that day, and the only game 
that was played. Everyone said their goodbyes and made plans for the 
next big game, to be held at The Center, probably, but who knows? I 
hung out with Dom for a little while, talked about arbitrary basketball 
facts and summer plans—nothing too heavy after a hard-fought game. 
The others probably headed back to their boxes. Harvey and Trae went 
out drinking, or to do something else they were good at. Will went home 
to tell his dad what happened, as I would have, and prepared for his 
upcoming school week. Dom also had class the next day, like I did, so I 
didn’t stay long.
 When driving back to Missoula, I usually cradle under the speed 
limit for some time; there’s never any rush to leave. The trip is often lone-
ly, and leaves me with some time to think. And on that particular day, it 
amazed me even more than usual to think how such different people can 
be brought together on the basketball court. That day, the identities of 
Harvey, Trae, Dom, and Will—and everyone else that played there—no 
longer mattered. It may not have been the proudest day for Indians; it’s 
not like you’ll see the game brought up at a Tribal Council meeting or 
anything, but at that singular point in time, just for an instant, they were 
all artists painting on the same canvas, and what they were able to create 
was beautiful. In one moment they were nothing and everything, failures 
and successes. Traditional. Warriors. •
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The land is scarred with a painful past and roads that lead to nowhere
and bears the names of souls who place stones on roads that lead to no- 
 where.
The yellow meal is not enough to satisfy the hunger. Fingers bleed as they 
 dig the earth. Like 
Sisyphus, they push roads up hills to nowhere.
One by one the stones are stacked high, an altar to a corpse god’s follies.
Driven forward they feed the pyre, the sacrifice, for the road to nowhere. 
 People bear the scars of those who traveled here before them
and carry the cross over and over again, on roads that lead to nowhere.
This road is the scar upon which we walk. As our hunger grows we
continue on with stumbling feet, and follow roads to nowhere.
An Bóthar Buí
POETRY
Sandra Williamson
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 “Mom and Dad? They’re studying back east in Massachusetts. 
Boston. Getting their second doctorates, like they need more school. 
Yeah, at the University of Harvard. Or MIT.” Mickey runs a hand 
through his hair. Clean hair, no dandruff. The words make sense gram-
matically—socially, too. He rehearses in the mirror. He stands old and 
looks tall. The words must make sense. 
 The parents who said they would come back had not come 
back. Months? Years? Two months and twenty-four days.
 When the parents left, the mirror was new—plastic film cov-
ered the glass. Now the film is gone. Finger and lip prints paint the 
pane.    
 Mickey picks his sister up from kindergarten daily. Kindergart-
eners don’t study. But they do act.
 It is temporary: stacks of water bottles pile in the living room. 
The shower rusted closed and the sink refuses to spit out water.
 The basement is cold. 
 “Yeah, that’s where they’re at, what they’re doing. Mom studies 
the anatomy of the Astrolopithican Wasp. She thought about taking up 
the Horolopithican wasp, but its legs only have two joints—Astrolopith-
icans have three.” The mirror is on the rug and those are the only things 
in the basement. The basement is larger than the upstairs.
 “Dad’s observing the effects Chopin’s Nocturnes have on peo-
ple—depending on day or night. His night starts at 4:30pm, and his day 
starts at 6:00am. He’s looking to know which time releases the most do-
pamine. Between you and me,” Mickey whispers to the mirror, “it seems 
like he’s favoring nighttime. That’s one thing Maribel and I got from our 
parents. We study, study, study. She is never all that excited about it, but 
give her a sketchbook and she’ll be at it for hours.” Young adults with 
kids don’t study—mirrors are lie-proof.
 When would the parents who said they’d be back, be back? 
Flipsky’s Serenade
FICTION
Lili Casteel
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•
 “Mickey, it’s so nice to see you,” Mrs. Kinder says. She’s a mid-
dle-aged woman who looks like a young middle-aged woman. Dyed hair 
does that. So does a prescription for “Wrinkle Free America.” She never 
asks after their parents. She schedules Mickey for parent-teacher confer-
ences.
 Maribel’s kindergarten has blue carpet on the walls and some 
on the ceiling. The vacuum doesn’t reach the ceiling. A TV plays loud, 
primary-color-loving kids’ shows. They don’t have a TV at home. TVs 
eat electricity like hounds. The black-outs come and go as Mickey’s work 
schedule changes. It changes often. 3 a.m. to 7 a.m. shrank to 5 to 7. 
Boxes of broken crayons and markers with crushed felt litter the floor.
  “It’s great to see you too, Mrs. Kinder.” They hug, too long. Her 
arms creep low, eyes dewy, and lips plump. Small creases line her tear 
ducts. 
 Maribel’s kindergarten is close to their apartment complex. A 
car gets there in ten minutes. The bus normally takes twenty. Bike is a 
different story. Especially the flat-tired, rusty-chained one Mickey rides. 
One hour and sixteen minutes. Mrs. Kinder stays late.
 “Have you been well?” She hesitates on the “well,” not a word 
often used. Her phone dings.
 All the other kids are gone, picked up by mothers and fathers 
hours earlier. Those families with their 7 a.m. to 3 p.m. schedules. Mari-
bel brushes a Barbie’s hair. Criss-cross applesauce. She drools on Barbie 
and cuts all of Barbie’s hair without scissors—strand by strand. She does 
not notice him. 
 “Yes,” Mickey says.
 No, I feel ill. Like plastic.
 Mrs. Kinder grabs his shoulder, sincerely and longingly. A moth-
erly gesture short of all things motherly. 
 “Job’s going great. I’ll be making more than you here pretty 
soon.” They both laugh. Her teeth are dull and the front two are crooked. 
The phone dings again. A flip phone with buttons larger than both of his 
thumbs. Cracked, red nail polish cakes her chewed-on nails. The stubs 
squeeze his skin.
 It’s like you planted a seed. Someone special promised the seed would 
sprout vegetables or fruit. They don’t know the specifics. You want to know the 
specifics. That want turns into need. The seed becomes your life. That someone 
special promises it will sprout in a few days. 
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 “That’s where Maribel gets her humor.” Mrs. Kinder leans in 
close to whisper. “She’s quite a class clown, you know.” 
 So you water it every time it needs water. You buy fluoride-free wa-
ter and BPA-free water-spouts. After it sprouts, that someone special told you 
it will bloom. 
 “Uh oh, I’d better talk to her. I was never a class clown,” he says. 
She laughs and does not smell nice—sweet cigars mixed with two-day-
old deodorant. Maribel picks through the last of Barbie’s hair. Plastic 
blonde strands stick to his sister’s shirt, to her hair.
  You didn’t plant the seed that deep or pour the dirt too high. You 
can’t see the seed or the sprout. A week trudges by. Nothing happens. You 
contemplate touching it, but what if it’s rare and doesn’t grow once touched? 
What if it’s the last of its species and you become responsible for an entire 
species’ extinction? So you wait. But you know—it will never sprout.
  “My goodness, Mickey. You ever thought about becoming a 
comedian?” Her hand clasps to Mickey’s. “You know, I’m quite funny. I 
can stay late and tutor you if you’d like.” The dinging phone is now the 
ringing phone. Mrs. Kinder makes no attempt to take the call.
  But it does sprout. And you breathe fast and everything feels like it 
will be all right, and you look up the shape of the leaves in your sprout book 
but can’t figure out if it is the suicide palm from Madagascar or the Western 
Underground Orchid from Australia. 
 “No, no. I can’t ask you to do that.” He steps back. “And I’m 
not that funny. I have to work. Or go to school. Late. Usually late. And 
Maribel has quite the bedtime routine.” Maribel looks up. She runs over 
to grab his leg and Barbie’s hair falls onto the carpet. She wears a yellow 
polka-dot dress with black Mary Janes. A mother would pick out that 
outfit. A mother did not pick out that outfit. Maribel barks at his feet.
 
 You never find out. It stays as the center of your world’s excitement, 
you walk in the door and look at the plant, water the plant, think about this 
miserable mystery. This obsession that you know is ridiculous. But you obsess. 
You don’t touch. You wait.
 “I hear you’ve been quite a clown, little Maribel.” She whimpers, 
lies on the carpet, and pretends to be a mastiff or Border collie. Whatever 
her dog of the day is. “I think she’s the real comedian, Mrs. Kinder,” he 
whispers, licking his lips and squeezing Maribel’s hand. “Well, it’s time 
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for us to get our butts home.”
 You finally decide to touch it. You find out that it’s not the Western 
Underground Orchid because it doesn’t have a millimeter deep crease in the 
leaf. It isn’t the suicide palm of Madagascar because it has roots, not bulbs. It’s 
not either of the plants it’s supposed to be. And you touch and feel it more and 
can’t believe it.
 Mrs. Kinder’s phone rings again. She listens and then asks, 
“Where are your parents?”
  The leaves are plastic. The seed has sprouted plastic. It will never 
grow.
 “Let’s go, Maribel.” Mickey lets go of Mrs. Kinder. She smiles 
with chapped teeth and crooked lips. Maribel grabs her backpack.
 
 It felt too ill.
•
 “Oh, this week they’re over in France. They’ve been there for 
a few months. Mom always wanted to be a princess.” Mickey’s armpits 
sweat. Maribel holds her nose.
 The mirror moved to the living room. 
  Mickey moves a single lamp room to room. The other lightbulbs 
are dead. Once the power goes out, they’ll have to get used to candles. 
 He checks the phonebooks. The local one and the statewide. 
Maribel scans the “M”s, he scans the “Y”s. Some motherly and fatherly 
figures stand out, but not their mother or father. He calls the electrical 
companies. The receptionists know him. Their sentences are short.
 “The French give money to people who want to rebuild castles. 
It promotes tourism or something. Our folks found a cheap château on 
the edge of Porte de Ville. Belonged to Jeanne D’Arc. Marcel Proust 
nabbed it a few years later.
 “Mom’s convinced they haunt the place. D’Arc in the fireplace 
and Proust in their bed,” Mickey says. “We’ll head over in a few months, 
once we learn French. Just bought a French/English dictionary.” Only 
appliance manuals (stove, fridge, half the pages for the washer—no dry-
er) and phone books dot his bookshelf. 
 “It might take us a few months.”
 The mother and father who said they’d be back are not coming 
back. Five months and thirteen days.
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 “Howdy ho, young neighbors!” Mr. Rednik dresses up as Santa 
Claus every Christmas for the kids. He does not have kids. “I’m glad you 
guys could make it. My wifey makes a mean lasagna—and I don’t just 
mean mean-looking!” He slaps his knees, right then left. 
 The potluck was meant to be outside, but it rained. The people 
of the apartment complex decide to crush into the Redniks’ apartment—
number 305. It is a cluttered space. The living room and bathroom smell 
like Mrs. Rednik, who smells like bacon grease. Both of their surnames 
were Rednik before the marriage. They insist it is coincidence and tell 
others they are only related by love.
 Mr. Rednik cooks pork chops that he promises are not dry but 
are dry. His nose is red and it isn’t from drinking.
 “We wouldn’t dream of missing it,” Mickey says, nudging Mari-
bel in the side. 
 “We brought chips,” she says. Mickey hands him a wrinkled bag.
  “Oh, thank you, dearie.” He pats Maribel’s curls before she runs 
and hides behind Mickey’s legs. Mrs. Rednik works for minimum wage 
at a Mexican restaurant that charges for chips but never asks if you’d like 
chips. They always bring chips. Mr. Rednik talks about wars and boasts 
about his heritage (Russian, French, Cherokee, early Japanese), though 
he has never done anything notable.
  The room is loud. A plastic table holds wholesale trays of dried 
cheese and the lasagna, too overcooked around the edges to chew. A man 
larger than Mr. Rednik leans against it.
 “How have you two been? How are your mom and dad?” he 
says. 
 “Oh, we’ve been great,” Mickey says. “Really great, wonderful 
really.” 
 Not all that great. I feel numb, like I’m burning from the inside.
 “Mommy and daddy aren’t here,” Maribel whispers behind 
Mickey’s legs. The fat man’s cheeks flush red.
 It’s like I fill four pots with water and add some salt because I’m 
having a dinner party, a big dinner party with at least twenty people, and I 
want the food to cook faster. So I put the four pots on the four burners.
  “You two are home alone? Where are they? I thought they’d be 
back by now.” Mr. Rednik’s scarlet nose is full of blackheads. “Do you 
need something? We can help.”
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 And the salt makes the water boil faster than you expected. You 
didn’t want dinner that fast, so you turn the stove off and you join your guests, 
give it fifteen minutes or so. You have time. 
 “They’re—” Maribel starts, no longer a whisper. The fat man 
puts more weight against the table with his comfort-fit, elastic waist 
jeans. The table creaks.
 “Oh, they’re just at the store,” Mickey says. “They got back a few 
days ago. Restocking the house and all that. This one,” he pats Maribel’s 
head a little too hard, “eats two or more tablefuls a day.” The table leans, 
cheese starts to slip. 
 You check on the pots and the stove is off. You make sure. But the 
water is still boiling. Fifteen minutes later. The people in your living room are 
now impatient and they start yelling. But you don’t want to put the pasta in 
because it might over-cook or boil too hard and spill over the pot. The water 
keeps boiling. And they keep yelling.
 “Okay, if you say so, Mickey.” He claps. “Go and get yourself 
some food. But not two tablefuls, you hear, missy?” Maribel says noth-
ing.
 The fat man pushes away from the table. The cheese stops slid-
ing. His shirt has pit stains, back stains, and even chest stains.
 I haven’t been great. We haven’t been great.
 Maribel shovels some cheese. The dry parts crunch.
 The fat man walks out the door.
 
 I’m numb on the outside, and the pots won’t stop boiling.
•
 
 The power is out. The mailbox is full—angry warnings for this 
and that service. An eviction notice stapled to the door. The mirror is 
cracked.
 Where were the parents who said they’d be back? Nine months 
and forty-six days.
 The rug frays, spindles of thread catch in the slivered wood. If 
they were here the rug would be sewed, the lights would be on, and the 
mirror would not be cracked.  
 “They’re up in Canada. I think Calgary,” he says. “Yep, that’s 
where they are this month. Sounds good. Dad’s helping with some oil 
company. The one with the dinosaur. Mom is probably doing the same. 
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They don’t call us much, but I’m sure they’ll bring us up soon. I know 
they’ll bring us up soon. Mom says it’s too cold for Maribel up there. She 
has water-resistant boots, but not water-proof.” The mirror stands old 
and looks weak. “We’ll buy some next pay check,” Mickey says.
•
 The grocery check-out line is short. They are next, not another 
person behind them. Maribel drools at the candy but has never asked for 
one.
 The cashier smiles. She is the same from last week and the week 
before. Their food is the same. Quick sale items: cheese sticks aching to 
grow mold, milk that may be sour within the day. 
 “Hey, Marty.” She is a young woman. She grabs the milk and 
cheese. “Hey, Marybeth. Dang, it’s been a week already, huh? You’ve 
grown at least a foot.” She said the same last week. A lady with blond hair 
joins the line.
 “So how have you two been? Beautiful day, yeah?” She gives Ma-
ribel her weekly sticker, a lousily drawn dog next to a lousier drawn cat. 
The blonde lady picks at the candy rack.
 “Yes, very pretty out.” Mickey puts the groceries in bags. 
 “Very pretty,” says Maribel.
 But I’ve been pretty lousy. We’ve been pretty lousy.
 “But we haven’t been doing great,” Mickey says. The cashier 
looks up. Her practiced formality slinks away. Her hair looks greasy and 
smells like hairspray. The blonde lady in line chooses her candy. 
 “I feel odd. Kind of like this time my mom and dad bought 
Maribel a Barbie. Her first Barbie, actually.” Maribel’s hair is greasy and 
does not smell of hairspray. “So they bought her this damned Barbie even 
though I told them that she hated Barbies. She screamed and cried, so 
what’s a big brother to do? I took the Barbie and fixed it up, made it look 
as un-Barbie-like as I could.” Maribel looks at the candy rack. A small, 
pudgy older man gets in line.
 “Okay, that’ll be $22.07.” The cashier holds out her hand. They 
pay in small bills and coins.
 “I used to cut Maribel’s hair really nice. Bangs straight across but 
a bit shorter than they are now. She loved it. Looked at every mirror she 
could catch. She wanted her Barbie’s hair the same way.” The blond lady 
taps her foot. “So I cut the Barbie’s hair to look like Maribel’s. And you 
should have seen her face. She was so happy. She said she liked Barbies 
after that.” Another lady gets in line, a squat redhead with a pack of gum.
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 “Mark, there are people in line. Let’s talk later.” The cashier con-
tinues to hold out her hand. Mickey sets a few dollars down and pulls a 
bag of coins from his pocket.
 “But eventually, she gets sick of that haircut. Her hair grows and 
the doll’s doesn’t.  She cries and cries—your parents leave for the night 
because she cries. Why didn’t I tell her Barbie’s hair doesn’t grow back? 
You know? It would’ve made so much—”
 “Hey, asshole. Save it for another time,” a man four people be-
hind them yells. There are now six people in line.
 “So this little girl hates me. My own sister hates me.” 
 The lady with the blonde hair mumbles, “Jerk-off.” It’s louder 
than a mumble. “And she takes the scissors to the bathroom and locks the 
door and cries. And I sit outside the door and beg her to come out, beg 
her to at least give me the scissors.” 
 Mickey dumps the coin bag out. Pennies roll from the counter 
to the ground. All pennies.  
 “And there you have it,” he says. The cashier’s expression does 
not change but she picks up the coins—one by one. “Maribel, pick out 
some candy.”
 “Really?”
 “Of course. But be fast. We have quite the line.” The red-headed 
woman plays on her phone. The pudgy boy-man flips Mickey off under 
his coat while looking at the ground.
 “She eventually comes out of the bathroom and says sorry and 
sorry and cries and hugs me and almost all her hair is gone and the hair 
makes a trail around the house. I sweep it up that night, the lights turn 
on and the water’s hot so I make some pasta. But the front door doesn’t 
open. The parents never come home and we wonder why. The parents 
who said they’d come back never came back,” Mickey says. •
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Karen, I meant to stay in touch,
but life took root. I think of him often.
I even see him sometimes—a glimpse of red hair rounding a corner,
a tall figure on the sidewalk ahead.
I lock eyes on the apparition and bodies filter by, 
but when the crowd dissipates
I see brown eyes, not blue.
It’s been over three years since the accident, 
but I’m sure I don’t have to tell you that.
I’m twenty-two now—twenty-three in March.
It’s been six years since I last saw him leaning on my locker, 
arms crossed over his red letterman jacket.
That’s the Karston who lives in my mind.
I like to imagine where he’d be now— 
like to picture what his life would be like.
I see black slacks and white button down shirts on cedar hangers, 
tall pillars, and wide windows set in a grand house.
He saved me the other night in my dreams.
I was walking through a dense crowd of people; 
they got taller and taller, towering over me.
Then there he was, big as life, gathering me in freckled arms. 
When I looked up it was no longer him,
but I was safe.
I like to think he’s here sometimes
keeping an eye on me now like he did then— 
when I’m walking home at night, when I’m alone.
To a Mother After Her 
Son’s Death
poetry
Shelby Stormer
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But I always wonder why I don’t feel him, his presence.
After all I’ve seen and all I’ve heard I have to believe he’s with you, 
sitting across your desk at Red Fox Real Estate.
Keeping you safe, Shelby
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blue dawn the entire
drive down the interstate,
truck stereo playing a Hank Williams
tape at three quarters volume
because the truck tires make
so much god damn noise.
brought my own coffee mug,
but all that’s in it is free
coffee from work yesterday.
(i don’t tell my father about
the cold, free coffee, and he 
doesn’t ask about what’s in the mug.)
talked his ear off the whole way there
(about some pretty random shit too),
but he smiled and laughed
at all the right parts so i 
could tell he was actually
enjoying what i was saying, 
even if the stories were half-assed.
that’s how it is if you ever have to 
talk like you’re local in small town,
western montana: everything in a story.
story of my cousin. 
story of my grandmother.
story about the elk herd.
story about the wolves.
story about the local 6-man football quarterback,
and how he might walk-on for the Griz.
story of the cafe waitress:
‘94 Ford F-250
POETRY
Colter Murphy
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And remember that little Chase Reynolds? 
used to walk in here all the time and order
a slice of chocolate cream pie with his
brother. I never made him 
pay more than a dollar. 
drove pretty quick 
this morning because 
he showed up 5 minutes late
and i was ready to go 5
minutes after that.
forgave each other,
but he would never forgive
himself if he drove anything
below 80. 
pulled off I-90 at 
the two-gas-station town
of St. Regis.
he made the same damn joke
about prowling old women
as we passed the Cougar Meadows
subdivision. 
he can’t let go of that macho,
crack a crude joke every once
in a while stuff. 
symptom of a lifelong Montanan,
i guess. 
cruised fast down the dirt road.
i could tell the speed by the rhythm 
of the tires bouncing 
over the first cattle guard.
parked the truck.
he already had his boots on 
and i didn’t. he was patient 
about waiting around.
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cows gave us a leery eye
as we walked past.
i stopped to take a picture
of the three pink sunrise clouds.
he was patient 
about waiting around.
brushed through a thicket of Douglas Fir
on to a well-established, forking game trail.
i take the left. 
phones on at 11.
call at noon.
back at the truck by 3. 
 
we split ways.
i crush fir needles between my fingers
and breathe in. 
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The Oval would like to acknowledge the winners of this year’s Honorable 
Mentions, whose pieces will be uploaded to the blog following the release 
of Volume IX. Visit www.umoval.wordpress.com to read more poetry 
and prose and to view more visual art from University of Montana 
undergraduates.
Lark, by Callie Atkinson • Poetry
All For the Love of Rock and Roll, by Jason Bailey • Non-Fiction
When the Sweet Talkin’ Ends, by Sara Bickley • Non-Fiction
Autumn God, by Kaylene Big Knife • Visual Art
Feral, by Claire Compton • Fiction
Bullseye, by Zoe Contreras • Visual Art
Stealing Cletus, by Chance Cooney • Non-Fiction
The Institute, by Anna Costain • Fiction
She Reads Aloud Ode to the Naked Body, by Jeron Jennings • Poetry
Eat with Me, by Elaine Kelly • Poetry
Year’s Supply, by Miriam Krainacker • Fiction
Shaded Man and Working Old Hands, 
both by Lucy Larson • Visual Art
Song of Humanity Sings, by Ashley Palmer • Poetry
Waiting for Rene and Warm Winter’s Day, 
both by Silas Phillips • Visual Art
sea captain catman and his shitty night vision, 
by Samantha Ricci • Poetry
Honorable Mentions
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James Akin is majoring in Parks, Tourism, and Recreation 
Management and is minoring in English. He has always had an interest 
in writing and has pursued his passion by taking multiple writing 
workshops at the University of Montana. He grew up in Troy, Montana, 
on an old homestead that fueled his interest in nature and sparked his 
creative addiction.
Kaylene Big Knife is an emerging illustrator and writer from the 
Chippewa Cree Tribe located on the Rocky Boy’s Indian Reservation, 
Montana. She is a Native American Studies major with a minor in 
Studio Art. Her creative interests include: humor, comics, fiction writing, 
watercolor, ink pens, collage, and cats, especially cats.
Carly Campbell is a senior getting a degree in History and a minor 
in Studio Art. She grew up in the desert around Tucson, Arizona, and 
spends her time writing, running, and making art.
Lili Casteel is a junior in the Creative Writing Program at the 
University of Montana.
Courtney Cathers is a graduating senior looking for a career in 
entertainment management. She is a photography enthusiast who enjoys 
producing pictures of mythical, enchanting, and beautiful subjects.
Ryan Clouse is from Helena, Montana. He is a senior studying 
History with an emphasis in Italian.
Erin Goudreau is a sophomore in the English department, with a 
double-concentration in Literature and Creative Writing. When she isn’t 
writing for her classes, reporting for the Montana Kaimin, or singing in 
a band, Erin enjoys writing fiction and non-fiction, as well as staying in 
bed all day to re-read everything by Junot Diaz.
Ryan Hitchcock is a senior at the University of Montana.
Contributors
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Kelaiah J. Horat is a freshman at the University of Montana, 
pursuing an undergraduate degree in Music Performance on the violin 
and a minor in French. Kelaiah was born and raised in the Bitterroot 
Valley, enjoying the beauty and adventure offered through skiing, hiking, 
and backpacking. 
Amber June is a student of Creative Writing and Psychology, and a 
general lover of words, here at the University of Montana. She is also a 
mother of three, a thrift-store junkie, a blogger, and a seeker of adventure.
Nico Larsen is currently an art student at the University of 
Montana. After attending Rocky Mountain College of Art & Design, 
and then completing an internship with artist Lauri Lynxxe Murphy, she 
moved from Denver, Colorado, to Missoula to continue pursuing a BFA. 
Katie Marshall is originally from Belgrade, Montana, and is 
currently a junior studying Fine Art, Nonprofit Administration, and 
good intentions. In her free time, she enjoys running outdoors, social 
activism, and trying to be a better poet than Spencer Ruchti.
Katie McCluer is a Creative Writing student at the University of 
Montana. She was born and raised in California but has been living in 
Montana, Washington, and Mexico for the past four years.
Katie Mostad is a junior at the University of Montana, studying 
English Literature and Creative Writing and pursuing minors in both 
Ecological Restoration and Wildlife Biology. Her passion is writing non-
fiction centered around ecology and the environment.
Colter Murphy is a junior pursuing a degree in Wildlife Biology.
Nicole Musci is originally from Salt Lake City, Utah. She is 
currently a junior at the University of Montana majoring in Creative 
Writing and Anthropology.
Eli Redeker is a junior at the University of Montana. Raised in Eastern 
Kansas, Eli now lives in Missoula, Montana. His work has appeared in 
The Oval and on Montana Public Radio’s “The Write Question.”
Kaley Schumaker enjoyed an adventurous childhood in a tiny 
mountain town beside Rocky Mountain National Park. Searching for 
new peaks, interesting people, and quiet expanses, she moved to Montana 
in 2009 and later enrolled at the University of Montana to study Creative 
Writing and Studio Art.
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Savannah Stewart is a freshman studying Wildlife Biology and 
Climate Change Studies at the University of Montana. Savannah grew up 
in the small town of Jamestown in the foothills of Northern California. 
Savannah is an aspiring photographer and biologist.
Shelby Stormer is a senior studying Creative Writing and English 
Literature at the University of Montana. She is minoring in Women’s, 
Gender, and Sexuality Studies.
Antonio Torres is a junior from Arlee, Montana. About “When 
the Real Battle Begins,” his piece in this volume of The Oval, Antonio 
writes: “This is my place piece, or at least a piece of my place. My favorite 
place. My favorite people.”
Andrew Vigesaa was born and raised in Montana. He currently 
studies Creative Writing and spends time with his dog.
McKenzie Watterson is from Billings, but Missoula is the town 
that made her fall in love with Montana. At the University of Montana, 
she is pursuing a double major in Creative Writing and French. She is 
also a proud member of both the University of Montana Advocates and 
the Davidson Honors College.
Sandra Williamson is a native of Missoula, Montana. She 
attends the University of Montana where she is currently earning a BA in 
English and an Irish minor. She is a singer, songwriter, and professional 
house cleaner.
Credits: 
The featured quote from Eduardo Chirinos is paraphrased from “By Way 
of Introduction: A Conversation with Eduardo Chirinos,” in Written in 
Missoula: Poems by Eduardo Chirinos. University of Montana Press, 2011. 
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